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Abstract
Oil and gas pipelines buried off the east coast of Canada are in a complex and dynamic environment with
many inherent risks, including scour events by large icebergs in shallow water, which present a significant
hazard to their safety and structural integrity. A thorough understanding of pipe soil interaction under large
deformations imposed either by iceberg scour or other means, is critical to the design of oil and gas pipelines
and to the current understanding of pipeline-soil interaction. Iceberg keel gouging events are a large strain
numerical problem and experimental data evaluating shear strain behaviour of the test material, strain
localization of the soil shear bands, and material flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe are needed
in order to model the pipe-soil interaction behaviour involved in these processes.

A full scale laboratory test configuration was developed to performed experimental work on horizontal
pipe-soil interaction, modeling a large deformation event similar to iceberg scour. Lateral pipe displacement
tests were conducted with industry grade pipelines up to 0.61 m in diameter, tested at two burial depths in
both loose and dense synthetic olivine sand. Transparent sidewalls were incorporated into the test apparatus
to enable the use of digital image correlation (DIC) to determine soil displacements. DIC provides a new
source of high quality experimental data which can capture the complex large strain soil behaviour in full
scale pipe-soil interaction tests. DIC was used to observe the shear strain behaviour of the test soil, strain
localization into soil shear bands, and material flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe, and pipe
features including mobilization distance, uplift and trajectory. The influence of soil density, burial depth
ratio, and pipe diameter has been evaluated on all of these concepts. It was found that significant soil
densification occurs in a compression zone in front of the test pipes, causing the soil and pipe behaviour in
loose sand to reflect the results of tests conducted in dense sand.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Research Need
The production and safe transportation of offshore oil and gas is a critical element of the Canadian
economy. A large volume of oil and natural gas is produced from oil fields located off the Atlantic
Coast of Canada, specifically Newfoundland and Labrador and Nova Scotia, and the primary mode
of transportation for the harvested petroleum products is via subsea pipelines buried under the
ocean floor (N.S. Offshore Petroleum Board, 1997). The east coast of Canada is a complex and
dynamic environment with many inherent risks, including scour events by large ice masses in
shallow water (C-CORE, 2004). Gouging occurs as icebergs of varying magnitude are pushed along
the seabed by wind, current, and pressure from other ice masses (Palmer et al., 2005). Icebergs
present a significant hazard to the safety and structural integrity of oil and gas pipelines. These
scour events can cause severe damage to pipelines either through direct contact or via large soil
deformations in the seabed. A thorough understanding of pipe-soil interaction is necessary for the
design of oil and gas pipelines and to minimize risk from iceberg scour events. The soil response
to large deformation either by iceberg scour or other means is crucial to the current understanding
of pipeline-soil interaction and is evaluated in this thesis.

1.2 Previous Research
There have been numerous centrifuge and full scale experimental studies conducted on pipe-soil
interaction induced by lateral displacement.

Early full-scale physical experimental work by Audibert and Nyman (1975, 1977) and Trautmann
and O’Rourke (1985a,b) quantified the force-displacement relationships of buried pipes subject to
lateral displacement and vertical uplift, and also monitored soil behaviour using a transparent
1

viewing window. The influence of burial depth, pipe diameter, and soil density on the behaviour
of these curves was determined. A simple bilinear relationship was developed to construct a force
displacement curve for any combination of pipe diameter, depth, and soil friction angle. The
findings from this research form the basis of the current accepted practice concerning maximum
lateral dimensionless force and horizontal bearing capacity factors.

Hsu and his collaborators (1996, 2001, 2006) performed full-scale tests to study the oblique motion
of pipelines in loose sand. The rate of pipe displacement, or pipe velocity, was varied for several
tests to determine the effect on force-displacement relationships. The test results indicate that the
ultimate dimensionless soil restraint has a power law relationship with pipe velocity. Paulin et al.
(1998) conducted axial and lateral pipe displacement tests on a 328mm pipeline at a variety of
displacement rates. Flexible vertical deformation tubes were installed in the test material to observe
soil deformation profiles at select points in the test bed. The Pipeline Engineering Research
Laboratory of Tokyo Gas Japan investigated the behaviour of laterally displaced pipelines under
unsaturated conditions with the specific goal to improve the numerical modelling tools used for
pipeline design (Roberts, 2010). A transparent viewing window was used to observe soil
deformation after test completion. Continual monitoring of the soil failure mechanism during
testing was not possible as the testing frame obstructed view of the observation window. More
recently, Almahakeri et al. (2013) conducted an experimental investigation on glass fibrereinforced polymer pipes buried in dense synthetic olivine sand, and the results were compared to
steel pipes tested in the same conditions. Palmer et al. (2003) performed tests on buried pipes at
1g at full scale and in a centrifuge at 10g and 1/10 scale to evaluate scale effect on mobilization
distance of pipes and demonstrated that mobilization distance does not scale at the same magnitude
as other test parameters between centrifuge, reduced scale, and full scale pipe tests. Palmer and his
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collaborators discovered that the discrepancy of mobilization distance between test scales can be
tentatively explained as an effect of localized shear bands.

Iceberg keel gouging events are a large strain numerical problem and experimental data evaluating
volumetric and shear strain behaviour of the test material, strain localization into soil shear bands,
and material flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe is needed in order to model the pipesoil interaction behaviour involved in these processes. These soil features are depicted in Figure
1.1, along with typical soil wedge failure mechanism behaviour. Digital image correlation (DIC)
provides a new method enabling the research community to collect high quality experimental data
which can capture this complex soil behaviour, and can be used to evaluate existing numerical
models and heighten the current understanding of failure mechanism development and pipe-soil
interaction. Digital image correlation techniques are used to achieve this objective.

1.3 Objectives
This thesis examines the pipeline-soil interaction induced by lateral pipe displacement. The
objectives of this research are to:
•

Develop a new full-scale testing facility to test pipes up to 0.61 m in diameter with
transparent sidewalls to monitor pipe-soil interaction behaviour. The test apparatus has
been designed to minimize and control lateral sidewall friction. Experimental data
evaluating shear and volumetric strain behaviour of the test material, strain localization
into soil shear bands, and material flow into the flow left by the displaced pipe will be
collected with non-intrusive DIC measurement techniques which offers a unique method
to capture this complex soil behaviour.

•

Create a database of high quality experimental observations which are needed to evaluate
existing numerical models and can be used to heighten the current understanding of failure
mechanism development and pipeline-soil interaction.
3

•

Evaluate the lateral soil force-pipe displacement behaviour of full-scale test pipes in both
loose and dense sand at a variety of burial depths and use DIC methods to evaluate the
selection of mobilization distance in loose sand.

•

Examine the influence of burial depth ratio, material density, and pipe diameter (scale
effect) on pipe features such as maximum lateral soil force, pipe trajectory and mobilization
distance and on soil behaviour such as shear and volumetric strain, soil failure mechanism
development at large horizontal pipeline displacement, and strain localization phenomenon
prior to soil failure.

•

Provide a framework for failure mechanism development and strain localization
phenomena that occur in full-scale horizontal pipe-soil interaction tests.

1.4 Experimental Work
These objectives were achieved by developing a full-scale test program at Queen’s University to
improve the current state of pipe-soil interaction knowledge. Transparent sidewalls have been
implemented into the test apparatus to capture the development of the soil failure mechanism,
which occurs as the buried pipe is laterally displaced in the test chamber. The test apparatus is
capable of testing industry grade pipelines up to 0.61 m in diameter and uses an actuator pulling
rod system to induce lateral pipe displacement. The test apparatus was designed to simulate a field
scale test examining pipe-soil interaction and soil behaviour, therefore boundary conditions that
allow full unrestricted development of the soil failure mechanisms behind and in front of the pipe
were incorporated. Transparent sidewalls were implemented into the test chamber to evaluate soil
behaviour, pipe trajectory, and mobilization distance using digital image correlation (DIC). DIC is
a non-intrusive monitoring technique used to calculate material displacements from sequences of
digital images in which locations of interest, or subsets, in a reference image are tracked throughout
test completion. The subsequent locations of each subset during testing is compared to the subset
location in the reference image, allowing for the displacements of the subsets to be calculated. A
4

digital image capture system provides continuous monitoring of soil behaviour throughout test
completion, and the use of DIC techniques enables the measurement of displacement and strain at
any point of interest.

This experimental work physically modeling lateral pipeline movement through coarse-grained soil
represents one of many different large strain pipe-soil interaction problems that can arise in both
on and offshore environments, including iceberg scour events on sub-sea pipelines and pipes
impacted by soil movement down slopes. The resulting experimental data can be used in the
development and evaluation of large-strain finite element analyses of such problems, which can
then be used to investigate those other buried-pipe loading cases. Since it was not practical to
conduct the tests in saturated soil conditions like those seen offshore, the test program was
performed in dry sand given that the strength and stiffness of dry sand is very similar to saturated
sand, once the impact of the net (i.e. buoyant) unit weight of the soil is considered.

1.5 Organization of Thesis
This thesis is presented in manuscript format as outlined by the School of Graduate Studies at
Queen’s University. Chapter 1 is a general introduction followed by Chapter 2 and 3 consisting of
draft manuscripts. General conclusions are presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 2 discusses the design and set up of the full-scale testing apparatus including details
regarding the pneumatic endcap system developed to control and minimize the effect of lateral
sidewall friction, the use of transparent observation windows, the test chamber boundary
conditions, and the internal pipe load cell used to measure the true lateral soil force applied to the
test pipes. This chapter also evaluates the effect of burial depth ratio, pipe diameter, and soil density
on force-displacement relationship behaviour, mobilization distance, pipe trajectory, and maximum
lateral soil force.
5

Chapter 3 explores the use of DIC for the measurement of soil behaviour during pipe-soil
interaction induced by lateral displacement. DIC enables detailed soil behaviour monitoring and
provides a complete record of the pipe-soil interaction processes during testing. Experimental
observations concerning strain localization, soil failure mechanism development, and soil
displacement are discussed. The influence of burial depth ratio, soil density, and pipe diameter on
the soil behaviour is evaluated.

Finally, Chapter 4 provides a summary of the undertaken research and the conclusions that can be
drawn from the work.
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Figure 1.1 Lateral soil resistance leading up to failure, illustrating the complex soil behaviour including 1) soil flow into the void left
behind the displaced pipe, 2) volumetric behaviour of the test material in the compression zone directly in front of the test pipe, and 3)
behaviour of strain localization into shear bands
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Chapter 2
Pipe-Soil Interaction induced by Lateral Displacement
2.1 Introduction
Considerable research work has been undertaken in the physical modelling community to test the
lateral resistance of buried pipes. A huge array of different pipes and sizes have been tested in the
past; with significant variation in the testing procedure, test scale (full-scale or centrifuge models),
method of analysis, and the degree to which sidewall friction was taken into account. A literature
review of previous full and reduced-scale horizontal pipe displacement tests is presented in Section
2.2. The appraisal examines the application and suitability of centrifuge tests, the previous fullscale work on pipe-soil interaction induced by lateral ground movement, and the need for further
full-scale testing in this area of research.

An excellent summary of past experimental work has been given by Guo and Stolle (2005). They
have presented a parametric study based on finite element analysis which evaluates the influence
of soil properties, stress level, and scale effects on pipe-soil interaction associated with lateral
ground movement. Guo and Stolle identified the relationship between size effect and peak lateral
soil force and, based on a reinterpretation of past experimental work, provide a framework for
interpreting this effect.

Palmer et al. (2003) showed that mobilization distance is not scaled at the same magnitude as other
test parameters between centrifuge, reduced scale, and full scale pipe tests. A simplified model was
developed to evaluate the scaling effect between full scale and centrifuge tests. Palmer and his
collaborators discovered that the discrepancy of mobilization distance between test scales can be
tentatively explained as an effect of localized shear zones.
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Mobilization distance is very well defined for dense soils due to peak shear strength and
localization. However, the approach to define mobilization distance in loose sands is variable.

The objective of this chapter is therefore to 1) develop a new full-scale testing facility with specific
emphasis on controlling and minimising the effect of lateral sidewall friction to test pipes up to
0.610 m in diameter; 2) use this test facility to evaluate the Guo and Stolle framework on maximum
lateral soil force in pipes of different pipe diameter and burial ratio; 3) evaluate the forcedisplacement behaviour of full scale test pipes; and 4) to use transparent side walls to evaluate pipe
trajectory and mobilization distance as a function of pipe diameter and burial depth ratio for tests
conducted in both loose and dense sands.

2.2 Review of Previous Lateral Pipe Displacement Testing
There have been numerous centrifuge and full scale experimental studies conducted on pipe-soil
interaction during induced lateral pipeline displacement. The notable literature is summarized
below and is discussed in further detail in subsequent sections.
2.2.1 Full Scale Testing
Audibert and Nyman (1975, 1977) conducted physical experiments to study pipe-soil interaction,
to determine the load displacement response of buried pipes subject to lateral displacement, to
investigate the influence of the ratio of burial depth to the springline, H, to external pipe diameter,
D, and the soil density on these curves, and to reveal the soil failure mechanisms at shallow and
deep burial depths. Laboratory tests were performed with 25, 60, and 111 mm diameter pipes with
H/D ratios of 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, and 25 in both dense and loose sand. Field tests were conducted on a
229 mm diameter pipe at H/D of 3.5 and a soil density of 16.8 kN/m3. All of the laboratory tests
were conducted in a wooden testing box fitted with a nylon pulley system attached to the pipe to
induce lateral displacement. The test box included a Plexi-glass viewing window to evaluate the
soil failure mechanism. The behaviour of the soil failure mechanism consisted of a narrow vertical
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active soil wedge formed at the top of the pipe and a passive soil wedge bounded by a logarithmic
spiral that developed in front of the pipe at shallow burial depths (H/D of less than 3.5). The side
friction along the inner faces of each wall, excluding the viewing window, was reduced by lining
them with sheets of clear polyethylene.

Trautmann and O’Rourke (1985a,b) performed lateral pipe displacement and vertical uplift tests
on buried pipes. Lateral pipe displacement tests were conducted on steel pipes with diameters of
102 and 324 mm, at H/D ranging from 1.5 to 11, and these also featured different sand densities
(unit weights of 14.7, 16.4, 17.7 kN/m3 for loose, medium, and dense soil states respectively).
Vertical uplift tests were conducted on a 102 mm diameter steel pipe at H/D of 1.5, 4, 8, and 13.
The sand densities are consistent with those in the lateral displacement tests by the same authors.
The experimental work was completed in a plywood test compartment with a 12 mm thick annealed
glass observation window to view the soil failure mechanism during pipe displacement. The walls
of the test box, excluding the viewing window, were coated with smooth Formica to reduce pipe
end effects. Pulling loads were transmitted to the pipe by threaded rods, which were enclosed in
PVC pipes to eliminate soil friction. The goals of this study were to determine the effect of soil
density and H/D ratio on the force-displacement behaviour, develop a simple mathematical
relationship to characterize the force-displacement behaviour as a function of these parameters,
investigate the maximum lateral soil force as a function of pipe depth and soil density, compare the
full scale laboratory test results with available analytical models, and to summarize the results for
use in design practice.

Experimental work studying the oblique motion of pipelines in loose sand has been conducted by
Hsu et al. (1996, 2001). Steel pipes with diameters of 38.1, 76.2, 152.4, 228.6, and 304.8 mm at
H/D of 1.5, 4, 8, and 13 were tested in sand with a density of 15.2k N/m3. The rate of displacement
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was varied for several tests and ranged from 0.001 to 0.1 pipe diameters per second. Tests were
conducted in a soil box capable of inducing oblique displacement through the soil at an angle α
from the vertical via two drive motors which were mounted on the top and side of the soil box. Test
pipes had 305 mm of clearance on each end to the side of the test box to reduce edge effects.

Buried pipes in dense sand were obliquely moved in a large scale soil box by Hsu et al. (2006) to
determine the peak transverse and longitudinal forces acting on the pipe. The testing apparatus of
Hsu et al. (1996, 2001) was used by Hsu et al. (2006) for these experiments. Steel test pipes 1.22
m in length, with diameters of 152.4, 228.6, and 304.8 mm were tested at shallow burial depth
ratios of 1, 2, and 3 in dense sand at 17.2 kN/m3 corresponding to the direct shear internal friction
angle of 42°. Pipes were displaced laterally at varying angles moving from an axial-longitudinal to
a lateral-transverse orientation with respect to the pulling direction.

Axial and lateral pipe displacement tests were conducted on a 328 mm pipe at Memorial University
of Newfoundland (Paulin et al., 1998). Pipe displacement was induced by an actuator pulling
system at rates ranging from 0.5 to 10 mm per hour. A mechanical system mounted with an
ultrasonic surface profiler was used to determine the final displacements of the initial soil surface.
Flexible vertical deformation tubes were installed in the test sand to observe the soil deformation
profiles at certain points in the testbed. All of the data in this publication is proprietary and therefore
none of the force-displacement or maximum force values were released in the public domain,
however the general behaviour of the force-displacement curves agree well with the results of other
studies.

The Pipeline Engineering Research Laboratory (PERL) of Tokyo Gas Japan investigated the
behaviour of laterally displaced pipelines under unsaturated soil conditions. The goal of this study
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was to improve the numerical modelling tools used for pipeline design, specifically those which
evaluate the effects of differential ground movement. Steel pipes of 114.6 mm diameter were tested
at a burial depth ratio of 6 with varying pipe velocities. The test chamber was built on a moving
base that provided the lateral displacement which was applied to the fixed position test pipes. A
Plexi-glass viewing window was installed in the test chamber to observe soil deformation after the
completion of a test. Continual monitoring of the soil failure mechanism during testing was not
possible as the testing frame obstructed view of the observation window (Roberts, 2010).

Researchers at Cornell University performed physical model tests to investigate pipes subjected to
lateral displacement under mainly unsaturated conditions. Eight tests were performed in wet sands
with pipe diameters of 120, 125, and 174 mm at burial depth ratios of 3.5, 5.28, 5.5, 6.5, and 7.5.
Three tests were performed in dry sands with pipe diameters of 120 and 125 mm at burial depth
ratios of 5.28 and 5.47. Detailed of the test apparatus were not reported. All force-displacement
curves show that highest peak pipeline load occurs at the largest burial depth ratio, which is to be
expected from the increase in overburden pressure with burial depth ratio (Roberts, 2010).

Almahakeri et al. (2013) conducted an experimental investigation on glass fibre-reinforced polymer
pipes of 115 mm diameter, buried in dense synthetic olivine sand, and the results were compared
to steel pipes of 105 mm diameter. Both test specimens had a length to diameter ratio of 16. Tests
were performed at burial depth ratios of 3, 5, and 7. Pipe ends were subjected to actuator induced
lateral displacement at a pulling rate of 5 mm per minute and the midspan of each test pipe was
unsupported to study the effect of longitudinal bending. The actuator used to apply lateral
displacement was situated outside of the testing pit and was connected to a spreader beam using a
single rigid connection point. Steel cables were attached to the spreader beam and connected to the
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ends of the test pipe using a turnbuckle system. The 1.83 m long test pipes were centred between
the two side walls of the test chamber leaving an 85 mm gap on each side of the pipe.
2.2.2 Centrifuge Testing
Geotechnical centrifuge modelling is a technique used for testing physical bench scale models at
field levels of stress and strain. The effect of gravity, or stress level, can be modelled in a centrifuge
by substituting the centripetal acceleration experienced by the model with gravitational acceleration
on the full scale prototype. This stress similarity is achieved by accelerating the centrifuge model
of scale N to N times Earth’s gravity (Taylor, 1995). This method has been used extensively to
study pipe-soil interaction and is a cost effective testing method useful for the investigation of full
scale failure mechanisms in a laboratory setting and for validation of analytical models.

The need for full scale testing arises from the inability of centrifuge modelling to scale important
factors which have considerable impact on the response of the test material and can result in
unreliable behaviour. These factors include boundary effects, acceleration field in the centrifuge,
stress paths in the model, scale effects caused by the relative size of sand grains between model
and prototype and the inability to model progressive failure. Shear band formation, or strain
localization, is expected during testing of pipelines subjected to lateral displacement in both loose
and dense sands. Strain localization is directly influenced by grain size and therefore cannot be
properly modelled in a centrifuge. This problem is addressed by conducting full-scale experiments
on pipe-soil interaction. (Zornberg, 1997)

2.3 Problem and Background
The Eastern coast of Canada presents an interesting challenge in buried pipeline design. Iceberg
keels scour the bottom of the ocean and penetrate the ocean floor at a variety of depths. Should the
iceberg keels penetrate deep enough, they will induce a horizontal displacement on any buried
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pipelines in their path. A detailed understanding of pipe-soil interaction during lateral pipe
displacement is necessary in order to design buried pipelines which may experience this
phenomena.

Full scale experimental work was designed to study the pipe-soil interaction, specifically the forcedisplacement behaviour, the maximum lateral soil force in pipes of different diameter and burial
depth ratio, and to use transparent side walls to evaluate pipe trajectory and mobilization distance
as a function of pipe diameter and burial depth ratio for tests conducted in both loose and dense
sands. Figure 2.1 provides a visual explanation of the problem at hand, and gives an overview of
the testing concept and the expected lateral pipe displacement behaviour.

Test pipes were laterally displaced through the test chamber at a constant rate of displacement to
study the pipe-soil interaction, as depicted in Figure 2.1a. Pipe displacement was induced using a
hydraulic actuator system.

As the pipe is laterally displaced, the soil resistance is overcome and a soil failure mechanism is
formed. At shallow burial depths, three distinct soil wedges are created as seen in Figure 2.1b. The
behaviour of the mechanisms that form in the soil is dependent on the surrounding soil density and
the burial depth of pipes as noted by Audibert and Nymann (1977). Audibert and his collaborator
observed the failure surface development through a transparent Plexi-glass viewing widow and
demonstrated that for small depths of cover (less than three pipe diameters), a passive wedge
bounded by a logarithmic spiral developed in front of the pipe, while a narrow, nearly vertical
active zone formed in the back. Above the pipe, a central zone extending up to the sand surface
formed a wedge separating the active and passive wedges. Strain localization, or shear band
formation, is an inherent characteristic of pipe-soil interaction at large displacements, seen in Figure
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2.1b. A detailed investigation into the formation of strain localization can be explored with this test
program and will be addressed in Chapter 3.

Typical load-displacement soil response as reported by Trautmann and O’Rourke (1985a) are
shown in Figure 2.1c. The dense soil tests have a stiff initial response to the peak lateral soil force
followed by softening behaviour. At large values of lateral displacement, the force levels off at a
steady value. The mobilization distance in dense soil is defined as the displacement at the peak
lateral soil force. The loose test response is characterized by a gradual increase of lateral soil force
with displacement which reaches a constant value at large displacement. In many experimental
laboratory tests, the force-displacement curves do not level off at a constant value even at large
pipe displacements, therefore a consistent method to determine mobilization distance has not been
developed. There are a variety of methods used in experimental research to determine the maximum
lateral soil force and corresponding mobilization distance in loose sands including the 90% Brinch
Hansen criterion (Hansen, 1961), visual interpretation of the force-displacement curves to define a
“break in slope” (Trautmann and O’Rourke, 1985a), and the definition of an initial secant slope of
a bilinear force-displacement behaviour representation (Thomas, 1978). An alternative method to
define the maximum lateral soil force in loose sands using digital image correlation (DIC)
techniques will be evaluated in Section 2.9.2.

Several factors had to be accounted for and incorporated into the design of the test chamber
including pipe uplift induced by lateral displacement, friction between the pulling system and the
test soil, friction between the pipe ends and the test chamber walls, and boundary effects. These
topics are discussed in subsequent sections.
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Test pipes of 254 mm and 610 mm diameter were pulled laterally through the test sand to study the
effects of pipe diameter, burial depth ratio and sand density on the pipeline. The viewing window
permitted a detailed investigation into the pipe trajectory path, which presented an alternative
method to determine the pipe mobilization distance in loose sands. The pipe diameter D, burial
depth ratio H/D, and soil density γ, were varied throughout the testing schedule. Burial depth H, is
defined as the distance from the soil surface to the pipe springline and pipe diameter D is defined
as the outer diameter of each test pipe. As seen in Table 2.1, 914 mm long pipes with diameters of
254 mm and 610 mm at burial depth ratios of 1, 3, and 7 were tested in both loose and dense sands.

The experimental program allows test objectives to be met, which include:
a) A collection of digital images of pipe movement to study the pipe trajectory under induced
horizontal displacement.
b) Tests performed at two pipe diameters to evaluate how pipe size influences forcedisplacement and maximum force behaviour.
c) Tests conducted at three burial depth ratios to determine the influence that H/D has on
pipeline response, and whether normalization of burial depth using H/D ratios leads to the
same response for pipes of different diameter.
d) A collection of lateral soil force values, to evaluate how force normalization for different
pipe diameters compare.

2.4 Test Apparatus and Instrumentation
2.4.1 Test Apparatus
The test apparatus, located in the East testing pit of the Queen’s University GeoEngineering
Laboratory, was constructed with modular concrete blocks which can be deployed in a variety of
geometries. The test apparatus and its set up is presented in Figure 2.2. The concrete blocks have
interlocking male and female keys that eliminate any lateral movement of the blocks and allow for
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secure stacking. The blocks are strategically placed to maximize the interlocking between blocks
on the upper and lower levels which prevents the possibility of any block movement. The concrete
blocks are moved around the Geolab using an overhead 5000 kg gantry crane. USP Structural
Support jack posts with 38 kN capacity in compression were mounted horizontally between the
concrete blocks forming the sides of the test apparatus and the sides of the test pit. These supplied
additional resistance to prevent sliding of the blocks under lateral earth pressures. The jack posts
were supported by cradles attached to the laboratory walls with concrete anchors. A 150 mm thick
freeboard was constructed above the base of the test pit to prevent any moisture on the laboratory
floor from saturating the test sand.

The testing chamber was designed to simulate a field-scale test examining the pipe-soil interaction;
boundary conditions that allow full unrestricted development of the soil failure mechanisms behind
and in front of the test pipe were of critical importance. The boundary conditions as defined in this
experiment can be seen in Figure 2.2 and have been outlined for each pipe diameter in Table 2.2.
The extent of the soil failure mechanism depends on the soil density and burial depth, which
influences the type of failure mechanism. The largest extent occurs for a shallow failure mechanism
before transitioning to the punch through failure mechanism (i.e. the extent will grow with burial
depth until the failure mechanism transitions to the deep punch through mechanism). The size of
the boundary conditions in front, behind and below the test pipes to the edges of the test apparatus
were chosen based on an interpretation of results from Trautmann (1983) and Audibert and Nyman
(1975) for shallow buried lateral pipe displacement tests to allow full unrestricted soil failure
mechanism development.

The final dimensions of the testing apparatus were 6.4 m by 2.7 m wide by 1.8 m high. The testing
pit was designed to simulate plane strain conditions, as an infinitely long buried pipeline would
experience similar conditions in the field. The width and length of the test chamber containing the
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pipe specimen are 0.9 m and 5.5 m respectively. As the pipe specimen is displaced laterally, the
sand cannot flow past the ends of the pipe due to the stress applied from the sidewalls of the test
chamber therefore the sand is constrained to behave as a plane strain material.

A 500 kN capacity servo controlled hydraulic actuator test system was implemented to induce
lateral displacement in the pipe specimens. A constant pulling rate of 5 mm per minute was used
to move the pipe, and tests were terminated when the actuator had travelled its full 250 mm stroke.
As detailed in Figure 2.2, the test pipe was connected to the actuator using a high capacity pulling
rod system which ran through the sand from the pipe and into the actuator pit. Pulling loads were
monitored directly at the actuator via an on board MTS control system to ensure that pulling load
did not exceed the actuator capacity. Pulling loads were also monitored at an internal pipe load cell
which will be discussed in Section 2.4.3.1.

Two 15.8 mm thick tempered plate glass viewing windows, measuring 1.22 m by 1.83 m, were
installed in the test chamber to observe soil behaviour during pipe displacement. The thickness of
the glass was governed by the maximum expected lateral soil pressure at the deepest burial
condition, and was designed to resist failure by bending. Steel frames were designed to reinforce
the viewing windows against lateral soil pressure and to fix the windows in place. The window
panes were attached to the steel frames with a silicon adhesive to resist shear forces produced by
the sand causing potential lateral window displacement. Identical windows were used on each side
of the pipe to maintain constant friction characteristics during each pipe displacement test. An
image capture system consisting of a Canon EOS Rebel T4i DSLR camera was triggered at 5
second intervals using DSLR RemotePro software. The camera was positioned at the centre of the
viewing window to maximize the field of view. The location of the camera can be seen in Figure
2.2. The soil behaviour was monitored using Digital Image Correlation (DIC) which is an image
processing technique that calculates fields of incremental displacements and can provide a detailed
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insight into many geotechnical problems concerning soil structure interaction and failure processes
(White and Take, 2003). GeoPIV software was used to analyze the incremental behaviour of the
pipe and soil as the test progressed. This GeoPIV analysis provided valuable insight into the
kinematics involved in the pipe-soil interaction occurring during lateral displacements. A detailed
description of DIC can be found in Section 2.8.

The angle of friction between the test sand and the viewing windows is 12°. Friction treatment was
not applied to the windows to reduce the angle of friction in order to ensure that high quality digital
images were obtained during the test for post-test analysis (the friction treatment would have
obstructed the images and introduced errors in analysis).
2.4.2 Test Pulling System
High capacity steel pulling rods were connected from the actuator ram to a tension link load cell
house within the pipe. The pulling rod system and the internal pulling rod connection can be seen
in Figure 2.3.

A 305 mm long “thread-through” coupler nut was manufactured to connect the pulling rod system
to the pipe, as sufficient bearing depth on the nut was needed to resist tensile forces from the
actuator. This coupler also provided enough adjustable length for the system to thread on giving
the complete 250 mm actuator stroke. A male female end coupler was fabricated to connect the
pulling rods directly with the load cell. This connected the thread-through coupler to the internal
pipe load cell. A contoured washer that fit the external pipe curvature was attached at the back end
of the pipe to complete the pulling system connections. The curved washer and high capacity nut
seen in Figure 2.3c created a rigid connection at the centreline of the pipe which helped to prevent
rotation of the pipe during lateral displacement.
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The actuator was centred outside the testing apparatus at the centreline of the test chamber and was
separated from the test pit by a retaining wall containing a porthole through which the pulling rods
were connected to the pipe as seen in Figure 2.2. A section of PVC pipe was cut to prevent testing
sand from sloughing into the actuator pit. This PVC pipe also allowed for expected pipeline uplift
experienced during lateral displacement.

The pulling system can be seen in further detail in Figure A.1 in Appendix A.
2.4.3 Test Pipes and Instrumentation
Two steel pipes of 254 and 610 mm outer diameter were provided by TransCanada Pipelines and
cut to lengths of 914 mm for testing purposes (the 254 mm diameter pipe was coated in
polyethylene; the 610 mm pipe was not coated). Photographs of the pipe specimens can be found
in Figure 2.3a.

Internal Pipe Load Cell
An Omega Products LC712-20K high capacity tension link load cell with 20,000 lb capacity (9074
kgf) was installed inside each test pipe as seen in Figure 2.3d. The pulling rods were connected
directly to the internal load cell which is positioned inside the pipe. The embedded pulling rod
system experiences frictional forces as it is displaced through the sand, and the load measurement
at the actuator is larger than the force measured where the pulling rod connects to the test pipe,
since it includes this friction force. The internal load cell is not affected by the friction force on the
pulling rods, and therefore provides an accurate lateral soil force measurement. To the author’s
knowledge, other experimental tests have used an adjustment factor to account for the friction
forces on the pulling system. The internal pipe load cell provides a more accurate and precise way
of measuring the soil forces.
Teflon Pipe Endcaps
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To lower the coefficient of friction between the pipe and the viewing window and to allow for
accurate tracking of the test pipe trajectory, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), or Teflon endcaps
were fabricated for both the 254 and 610 mm diameter pipes. Circular pieces of 6.35 mm thick
Teflon were cut to the outer diameter of each test pipe and mounted on 19 mm thick circular pieces
of plywood that fit into the pipe opening as seen in Figure 2.4. Teflon was chosen for endcap
application for its low coefficient of friction of 0.05 to 0.10 against solids objects such as the glass
viewing windows used in this study.

The surface of the Teflon endcaps was covered with a random stippling pattern which allows
GeoPIV software to track the position of the pipe throughout a test. The random pattern applied to
the endcaps provides a unique spatial variation of brightness, or texture, which can be monitored
in each image during analysis. This concept will be discussed in Section 2.8.

During the first proof of concept pipe pulling test, sand intruded between the Teflon endcap and
the observation window, obstructing the view of the endcap and preventing pipe tracking. The
lateral soil forces caused the window to deflect, creating a void between the endcap and window
which was filled with sand. To address this issue, the existing Teflon endcaps were channeled and
fit with a piece of polyethylene tubing. The polyethylene tubing acted as a flexible gasket and
prevented sand from obscuring the view of the end of the pipe and remained in the channel for each
test, allowing uninterrupted image capture. A detail of the pipe gasket can be found in Figure A.2
in Appendix A.
Pneumatic Endcap System
A pneumatic cylinder system was designed to provide the necessary axial force to keep the Teflon
endcaps and gasket in constant contact with the viewing window. Humphrey Pneumatics Air
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Cylinders model 4-DP, with 50mm of stroke were mounted on the inside of the test pipe at each
end. A cross section of the pneumatic system can be seen in Figure 2.4d.

Steel reaction plates were fabricated for both test pipes to give the pneumatic cylinder a bearing
surface. The reaction plates were designed to resist against bending, and punch through failure from
the axial force of the pneumatic cylinder, as well as shear failure from the high grade steel bolts
connecting the reaction plate to the pipe. To securely mount the pneumatic cylinders, threaded
holds were cut into the centre of the reaction plates.

A female pneumatic ram pivot was manufactured and installed on the hardwood endcap mount as
detailed in Figure 2.4d. This pivot enabled rotation, allowing the endcap to remain in constant
contact with the viewing window in the case of any non-uniform pipe displacement.

NPT polyethylene tubing (6.35 mm diameter) was used to connect the pneumatic cylinders in the
pipe to the pneumatic control board outside the test apparatus. The control board consisted of a
pneumatic pressure regulator, a pressure gauge, a pressure transducer, and a two position control
valve to retract and extend the pneumatic rams. The NPT tubing and load cell cable were run out
of the pipe through the soil to the data acquisition system as seen in Figure 2.3c.
String Potentiometers
Three string potentiometers (SPs) were used to track real-time pipe displacement. The SPs were
installed at the end wall of the test chamber in a sand tight box at the springline elevation of the
pipes. Two SPs were attached at the ends of the pipe, and the third was attached at the pipe
centreline. The string potentiometer layout is detailed in Figure 2.4d.

The SP data was monitored during each test to determine if pipe rotation was occurring and if the
pipe was pulling at a constant rate. If pipe rotation became excessive, the lateral forces from the
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pipe applied to the viewing window could shatter the glass panel. The live SP data feed during
testing provided an effective method of monitoring the pipe pulling rate and rotation in case the
MTS actuator control system experienced any issues in stroke measurement.

2.5 Control of Lateral Sidewall Friction
A lateral pipe pulling test was performed without any soil cover to determine the coefficient of
friction between the pneumatic Teflon endcap system and the viewing window. Tests were
conducted at two different pneumatic cylinder pressures and pulling force displacement curves
were generated for each. Figure 2.5 demonstrates that the pneumatic system friction forces are very
low and will have a small effect on the buried pipe test data.

The coefficient of friction between the endcaps and the glass at pneumatic pressures of 100 and
125 kPa are 6.4 and 6.3 respectively (corresponding to an angle of friction of 8.9° and 11.0°).

To account for pneumatic system friction in the data analysis, the friction force values seen in
Figure 2.5 were subtracted from the measured lateral soil force measurements collected during
testing before reporting the pulling forces for pipes buried in sand.

2.6 Soil Characteristics
Olimag synthetic olivine sand, an angular material used for sand blasting, was employed for the
test program. This material was used because it does not contain any harmful silica dust and is safe
for laboratory use, it has excellent texture for DIC application, and it has been successfully
implemented in many experimental geotechnical projects at the Queen’s University Geolab. A
grain size analysis was conducted as per ASTM Standard D422-63 for Particle-Size Analysis of
Soils and yielded an effective size d10 of 0.42 mm, a coefficient of curvature Cc of 1.10, and a
coefficient of uniformity Cu of 1.98 suggesting that the soil is poorly graded. The particle size
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distribution curve can be seen in Figure 2.6. The unique grain shape of the synthetic olivine sand
can be found in Figure B.1 in Appendix B.

Triaxial tests were conducted by Ni (2014) at Queen’s University on the same synthetic olivine
sand used for the experimental testing in this thesis. Ni performed tests at sand two densities with
varying confining stress levels (1613 kg/m3 at 15.7, 31.3 and 36.9 kPa and 1524 kg/m3 at 13.2, 29
and 44 kPa) to obtain the stress, strain, and strength characteristics and deformation parameters for
use in numerical modeling. For each sand density, the peak friction angle (φp), constant volume
friction angle (φcv), dilation angle (Ψ), Poisson’s ratio (ν), and initial modulus (Ei) can be evaluated.
The initial elastic modulus for each test was used to define the deformation characteristics of the
sand using the Janbu (1963) soil model, which uses a constant deformation parameter Ki and
coefficient n. Ki reflects the correlation between the initial modulus and atmospheric pressure at an
effective confining stress of one atmosphere. The coefficient n, ranging from zero to unity, implies
the dependency of the modulus on earth pressure. A small n value indicates that the soil is
approximately stress independent, whereas as n approaches unity, the modulus becomes a linear
function of the confining stress. Ni chose a set or representative parameters to characterize the
synthetic olivine sand at a target density of 1613 kg/m3: φp=42⁰, φcv=34⁰, Ψ=16⁰, and ν=0.3. At a
density of 1524 kg/m3, the parameters are φp=39.5⁰, φcv=34⁰, Ψ=11⁰, and ν=0.3. Use of one set of
representative soil properties at a specific density level can facilitate numerical modeling. Table
2.3, adapted from Ni, summarizes all the soil parameters of concern for use with finite element
analysis to capture the stress, strains, strength, and deformation characteristics of physical
experiments.
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2.7 Test Preparation
Test sand was placed in the apparatus in 150 mm lifts with the use of an overhead gantry crane and
sand hopper. Material density was measured after each lift of sand using three density pans in
accordance to ASTM Standard C29/C29M-09 Test Method for Bulk Density (“Unit Weight”) and
Voids in Aggregate. The moisture content of the soil was measured several times throughout the
testing period and it was determined that the synthetic olivine remained in a dry state and the water
content of the test sand was negligible (less than 0.45%). All densities that are reported in this thesis
are bulk densities of synthetic olivine sand, though these are almost the same as dry density for
these low levels of moisture. Bulk densities and water content measurements of the synthetic
olivine sand can be found in Tables B.1 through B.14 in Appendix B. Dense sand conditions were
prepared to the desired compaction using 250 by 250 mm steel plate soil tampers elevated
approximately 300 mm above the soil and dropped. Loose sand conditions were prepared by
dropping the sand from the hopper at 0.6 m above the soil surface. A system of platforms suspended
above the loose test soil was used to collect the density pans from the soil. Careful precautions were
taken to minimize disturbance of the loose sand which ensured no compaction of the test material
before a test was initiated. Based on density index calculations for each test, found in Table B.15
in Appendix B, the ‘loose’ and ‘dense’ sand test conditions referenced throughout this thesis
correspond to a medium dense and a dense sand respectively, with average density index values ID
corresponding to 59% and 80% respectively.

Backfilling proceeded until the soil level reached the pipe invert location, at which point the pipe
was placed in the test chamber. Once the actuator ram was fully extended to give full stroke travel,
the string potentiometers and pulling rod system were connected to the pipe. Before backfilling
was resumed, the pneumatic system was turned on and pressure was applied to the cylinders inside
the test pipe. Backfilling was then completed to the desired burial depth and the soil surface was
levelled off.
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The image capture system comprising of a Canon EOS Rebel T4i DLSR camera and DSLR Digital
Remote Pro software was set up with a high intensity flicker free light source to illuminate the field
of view and capture high quality digital images. Underwriters Laboratories Inc. 120V work lights
(model number PL-2532Q2/#605035) were used during testing. DSLR Digital Remote Pro was
automated to take digital images of the test at 5 second intervals.

2.8 Digital Image Correlation Application
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a deformation measurement technique that can be applied to
experimental mechanics research and has been successfully applied to a wide variety of
geotechnical problems. GeoPIV, developed by White et al. (2003), is a DIC image processing
program that calculates fields of incremental displacement by comparing two digital images and
locating the position of image subsets. Displacements are determined by taking an image of the
initial undeformed object of interest and capturing subsequent images as loading is applied to the
object. Areas of interest within the initial image, called patches or subsets, are selected and their
position can be tracked between the initial image and any subsequent images. Patches are
comprised of a matrix of pixels, and each patch has a unique texture or spatial variation (Take,
2014).

GeoPIV was applied to the current photographic data sets by making measurements of soil
deformation in the plane of the transparent viewing windows. A random texture was applied to the
Teflon pipe endcaps in order to track the pipe trajectory as it was displaced laterally. Patches of
size 64 by 64 pixels (22 by 22 mm) at 64 pixel centre to centre spacing were selected on the pipe
endcap and displacements of these patches were calculated during each lateral pipe displacement
experiment. The GeoPIV measurements obtained in pixels are converted to object scale units (i.e.
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mm) by applying a scaling factor, which is obtained by determining the measurement in pixels of
an object of known dimensions within the field of view in the plane of interest.

2.9 Results
Previous research investigating full scale pipeline response to lateral ground movement has focused
primarily on the maximum horizontal pulling forces and the force-displacement relationships. The
force-displacement relationships are expressed at the dimensionless force, N=P/(γHDL) and
dimensionless lateral displacement y/D in which P is the force acting on the test pipe, H is the
distance from the soil surface to the pipe springline, D is the pipe diameter, γ is the test soil density,
L is the pipe length, and y is the lateral pipe displacement. The ultimate lateral soil load Pult is
generally expressed as
=
where Nh is the maximum dimensionless force or horizontal bearing capacity factor. The
dimensionless displacement at ultimate lateral soil load is denoted as Ym.

In this section the effect of burial depth ratio H/D, pipe diameter D, and soil density γ on the forcedisplacement behaviour and maximum lateral soil force, an investigation into mobilization distance
in both loose and dense sands and the pipeline trajectory response coupled with force-displacement
behaviour.
2.9.1 Proof of Concept
Several tests were completed using the same pipe diameter and burial depth ratio to confirm the
repeatability of the test data and test procedure. Repeat tests on the 254 mm pipe were conducted
in both loose and dense sand at H/D=1.0. The results of these tests can be seen in Figure 2.7, which
details the force-displacement response, pipe trajectory during lateral displacement, and the pipe
trajectory angle. Data from dense and loose tests are depicted using solid and hollow marker shapes
respectively.
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As seen in Figure 2.7a, the force-displacement response for each loose test is highly repeatable and
follows similar curvature. Each of the dense test curves also share similar force-displacement
response. The maximum lateral soil force and force values at large displacements for each density
vary within an acceptable range of approximately 5%. All of the pulling force values have been
adjusted to account for pneumatic system friction; therefore the initial force values are negative.
The force-displacement behaviour in Figure 2.7a is similar to the expected response of laboratory
tests such as simple shear box and triaxial tests. In loose sand, the lateral soil force increases with
displacement to a steady value as the soil transitions from a loose to a dense state and the increased
soil resistance allows the failure mechanism to mobilize at large displacements. In dense sand, the
force-displacement behaviour exhibits a far stiffer response as the lateral soil force increases with
horizontal displacement of the pipe until reaching the ultimate lateral soil load, after which the
lateral forces decrease (a type of softening).

Figure 2.7b depicts the pipe trajectories for each test, again showcasing test repeatability and
confidence in the test apparatus to reproduce consistent data. The fact that this highly repeatable
pipe trajectory data was obtained using DIC also verifies the suitability of this type of analysis and
its consistency.
2.9.2 Selection of Mobilization Distance in Loose Sands
A series of DIC pixel subsets, or patches, were distributed on the digital images of the textured
Teflon pipe endcap and displacements were calculated based on the endcap movement between
each recorded image and the initial position of the pipe. A median value was taken across all test
patches to determine the average endcap displacement which was used to calculate the pipe
trajectory angle β. The pipe trajectory angle represents the angle at which the pipe is moving with
respect to the horizontal plane. Mobilization distance and the corresponding maximum lateral soil
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force were defined at the displacement where the pipe trajectory angle reaches a constant value, or
the point at which the curve in Figure 2.7c levels off. This figure also verifies the repeatability of
the test procedure and data collection.
2.9.3 Influence of Burial Depth Ratio and Pipe Diameter
The force-displacement curves and corresponding pipe trajectories are presented in Figures 2.8 and
2.9, to examine the influence of burial depth ratio and pipe diameter on these relationships.

From Figure 2.8a, it was found that given pipe diameter and an increase of burial depth ratio, the
lateral soil forces applied to the pipe increase. This is to be expected because the increase in
overburden soil pressure increases the energy required to shear the soil, leading to a larger force
needed to displace the pipe and reach mobilization. This is the case for both loose and dense soil.
The dense sand clearly has a stiffer initial response than loose sand and well defined peaks
representing ultimate lateral soil force are shown. The peak force values for Tests 5 and 11 are 6.70
and 32.57 kN respectively. The loose test peak values were estimated from DIC analysis and are
5.57 and 25.07 kN for Tests 06 (H/D=1.0) and 10 (H/D=3.0) respectively. Figure 2.8b illustrates
that tests in dense sand experience more pipeline uplift and begin to experience uplift at smaller
displacements than in comparatively loose material. For example, Test 11 (dense sand, H/D=3.0)
and Test 10 (loose sand, H/D=3.0) begins to experience uplift at displacements of approximately
20 and 50 mm respectively. As seen in Figure 2.8b pipes at smaller burial depth ratios experience
larger uplift displacement. Test 06 (H/D=1.0) and Test 10 (H/D=3.0) experience approximately 65
and 40 mm of uplift respectively. Incomplete data was collected for Test 11, therefore a comparison
of uplift in dense sand with varying burial depth ratios could not be performed.

An increase in lateral soil force is seen with an increase in pipe diameter, for each specific burial
depth ratio, as shown in Figure 2.9a. The well-defined peak lateral soil forces for Tests 05 and 12
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are 6.70 and 45.41 kN, respectively. Similarly in loose sand, the peak lateral soil forces for Tests
06 and 13 are 5.57 and 37.49 kN, respectively. Given burial depth ratio, uplift increases with pipe
diameter and soil density. Test 05 (254 mm diameter) and Test 12 (610 mm diameter) experience
approximately 100 and 150 mm of uplift respectively. The larger diameter pipe has uplift 50%
higher, though uplift is a smaller proportion of the pipe diameter (under 25% for the larger pipe,
but almost 40% for the smaller pipe).

Researchers often express the force-displacement relationships in terms of dimensionless force and
displacement. Figure 2.10 plots all test results for the 254mm diameter pipe in this format. The
dimensionless force-displacement behaviour in Figure 2.10 reinforces the trends shown in Figures
2.8 and 2.9. With increases in H/D ratio, the lateral soil forces increase in magnitude. For example,
Test 21 at H/D=7.0 and Test06 at H/D=1.0 experience dimensionless peak forces of 16.02 and
6.42, respectively. Figure 2.10 shows that for a given pipe diameter, increases in burial depth ratio
lead to larger pipe displacements required to mobilize the maximum soil resistance. At H/D=1.0,
Tests 05, 07, and 08 reach ultimate lateral soil force at dimensionless displacement of
approximately 0.08, whereas at H/D=3.0, Test 11 reaches peak force at dimensionless displacement
of approximately 0.12.
2.9.4 Maximum Dimensionless Lateral Soil Force
The maximum lateral soil forces, corresponding pipe displacements and dimensionless quantities
can be found in Table 2.4. The peak lateral soil force was selected for dense tests at the well-defined
peak of the force-displacement curves. In loose sand, the peak force values were selected at the
displacement where the pipe trajectory angle β reaches a constant value, as seen in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.11 presents the maximum dimensionless force values, Nh, plotted against burial depth ratio
H/D for both 254 and 610 mm pipe diameters. The loose and dense tests are depicted by hollow
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and solid symbols respectively. The plot shows that an increase in burial depth ratio causes an
increase in peak dimensionless lateral soil force for tests in both loose and dense sand. As expected,
higher dimensionless forces occur in the dense tests at each burial depth ratio in comparison with
loose test values (Trautmann and O’Rourke, 1985a).

To predict the maximum pipe-soil interaction forces induced by lateral ground movement, Guo and
Stolle (2005) developed a unique equation considering scale and the effect of burial depth ratio on
maximum lateral soil forces. Their study showed that the effects of pipe size and burial depth must
be taken into account to accurately predict these forces. A parametric study to understand the
dependency of Nh on burial depth ratio, burial depth, pipe size and unit weight of soil was conducted
using finite element analysis. The equation derived for prediction of maximum lateral soil force
can be expressed as
= ( / ) (

/ )

where k, m, and n depend on soil properties and Dref is a reference pipe diameter of 1m. For dense
sands, Guo and Stolle used k, m, and n values of 6, 0.35, and 0.20-0.25 respectively. Loose soil
values for k, m, and n are 3, 0.35, and 0.20-0.25 respectively. The equation proposed by Guo and
Stolle is plotted on Figure 2.11 and shows how increases in H/D lead to greater maximum lateral
soil forces.
2.9.5 Mobilization Distance
The mobilization distance for loose tests was quantified using DIC techniques seen in Figure 2.7
and dense test values were selected at well-defined peak in the force-displacement behaviour as
seen in Figures 2.7 through 2.10. From the mobilization plot presented in Figure 2.12, the
mobilization distance expressed as a fraction of pipe diameter, increases with burial depth ratio and
decreases with soil density. The loose tests require a large pipe displacement to reach mobilization,
whereas the dense tests require approximately 10% of pipe diameter displacement to reach
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mobilization. The rate of increase in mobilization distance with burial depth ratio is much higher
in loose sand than in dense, as seen in the general trend of the data points in Figure 2.12.

2.10 Discussion
2.10.1 Force-Displacement and Ultimate Lateral Soil Force
As discussed by Guo and Stolle (2005) and earlier researchers, burial depth ratio, pipe diameter,
and soil density all greatly influence the pipe-soil interaction with respect to the force-displacement
behaviour, maximum lateral soil forces, mobilization distance and pipe trajectory. Figures 2.7
through 2.10 demonstrate the effect of H/D, D, and γ on the force-displacement behaviour and
maximum lateral soil force.

Generally, an increase in burial depth ratio, pipe diameter, or soil unit weight leads to an increase
in the lateral soil forces applied to the test pipe. For a given pipe diameter, pipes tested at a larger
burial depth ratio, hence deep burial, experience larger lateral soil forces and require a large
displacement to mobilize peak lateral soil force. This is the case for both loose and dense tests;
however larger displacements are required in loose sands to mobilize peak force than in dense sand
at equivalent pipe diameter and burial depth ratio. Given pipe diameter, loose tests with a higher
burial depth ratio, or deeper burial, experience less pipe uplift than pipes buried at shallow cover.
For a given burial depth ratio, pipes with a larger diameter experience larger lateral soil forces and
require a large displacement to reach the mobilization distance. In both loose and dense sand, an
increase in pipe diameter leads to higher pipe uplift displacements. The trends in the experimental
data of Audibert and Nyman (1975, 1977), Trautmann and O’Rourke (1985), Paulin et al. (1998),
and Almahakeri et al.(2013) and the analytical simulations of Guo and Stolle (2005) agree with the
force-displacement behaviour of these full scale lateral pipe displacement tests.
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The effect of burial depth ratio and material density is quite apparent from the results presented in
Figure 2.11. The maximum dimensionless lateral soil force increases proportionally with density
and burial depth ratio. This trend is consistent with the experimental lateral pipe displacement test
results of Audibert and Nyman (1977), Trautmann and O’Rourke (1985a), Paulin et al. (1998), and
Almahakeri et al. (2013), with the analytical models of Guo and Stolle (2005), and with the ASCE
(1984) and ALA (2001) guidelines. Most analytical models predict peak dimensionless force
increasing more or less linearly with burial depth ratio at small embedment depths. However at
H/D>~25, burial depth has less of an effect on peak force. The variation between models becomes
more apparent at deep embedment conditions (Yimsiri et al., 2004).

The framework developed by Guo and Stolle used to predict maximum lateral soil force seen in
Figure 2.11 provides a good fit with the dense experimental data obtained in the current study. The
prediction lines are produced from the equation
= ( / ) (

/ )

in which k, m, and n depend on soil properties. The dense soil parameters k, m, and n chosen for
analysis characterize the effect of burial depth ratio on maximum soil force nicely however the
loose sand parameters do not, as seen in Figure 2.11. This suggests that the k, m, and n parameters
have not been quantified properly or that the peak lateral soil force does not depend on material
density to the extent that Guo and Stolle have proposed. Tests in loose sand require large values of
pipe displacement to mobilize the peak lateral soil force. It seems clear that the magnitude of pipe
displacement causes material compaction in front of the pipe, densifying the soil which is now
behaving stiffer and stronger than in its initial state prior to the imposition of pipe displacement.
This effect may account for the small variance between maximum lateral soil force in tests with
constant pipe diameter and burial depth ratio, and the inability of the suggested loose soil
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parameters in the Guo and Stolle framework to accurately predict maximum lateral soil force in
loose sands.
2.10.2 Mobilization Distance
Mobilization distance is influenced by burial depth ratio, and the experimental data has shown that
mobilization distance increases with burial depth ratio and decreases with sand density, as seen in
Figure 2.12. Mobilization distances from lateral pipe displacement tests conducted by Trautmann
and O’Rourke (1985a), Hsu et al. (1996), and Almahakeri et al. (2013), were compared to the new
experimental data, and confirm this trend.

2.11 Conclusions
•

Large scale tests were designed with specific emphasis on evaluating pipe-soil interaction
induced by lateral pipe displacement. The test apparatus successfully controlled sidewall
friction and measured the true lateral soil forces applied to the test pipe specimens.

•

The high quality experimental data presented in this chapter adds value to the existing
knowledge base concerning full scale pipe-soil interaction; in particular it provides data on
the response of pipes of different diameters, and presents pipe trajectory information
suitable for evaluation of finite element and other analysis models.

•

Transparent sidewalls were used to determine the mobilization distance in loose sand using
DIC techniques and to study the pipe trajectory during induced horizontal displacement.

•

All test results agree favourably with previously published literature. There are no major
deviations in the trends seen in the force-displacement behaviour, mobilization distances,
or the maximum lateral soil forces.

•

While the relation proposed by Guo and Stolle (2005) provides a good fit for tests in dense
sand, the parameters proposed for loose sand does not adequately predict values of
maximum lateral soil force in loose sand.
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•

An increase in pipe diameter leads to higher lateral soil forces and therefore larger ultimate
force values. Larger pipes experience higher pipe uplift, however the uplift is a smaller
percentage of the pipe diameter in comparison to small pipe uplift.

•

An increase in pipe diameter also leads to larger displacements required for pipe
mobilization.

•

An increase in pipe diameter also leads to smaller displacements required for pipe
mobilization, as a function of pipe diameter D (i.e. 0.25D and 0.45D displacement is
required for pipe mobilization in 610 and 254mm pipes respectively).
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Table 2.1 Pipe-soil interaction induced by lateral pipe displacement test program
Test
Number

Pipe Diameter
(mm)

Test Soil Bulk
Density (kN/m3)

Burial Depth
Ratio, H/D

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
21

254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
610
610
610
610
254

14.7
15.7
14.7
15.5
15.4
14.7
14.6
15.4
15.6
14.6
15.2
14.5
14.8

3
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
7

Table 2.2 Test boundary conditions for 254 and 610mm pipes
Pipe Diameter,
D (mm)

Rear Boundary
Condition (RBC)

Bottom Boundary
Condition (BBC)

Front Boundary
Condition (FBC)

254
610

3D
1D

3D
1D

17.5D
7D
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Table 2.3 Synthetic Olivine Sand Triaxial test results (adapted from Ni 2014)

State

Dense

Loose

Density
(kg/m3)

Confining
stress
(kPa)

Axial
stress
(kPa)

Friction angle (o)
Peak

Volume

Dilation
angle
(o)

Initial elastic
modulus (MPa)

Poisson's
ratio

1611.2
1626.3
1623.6

15.7
31.1
36.9

80.7
152.0
186.5

42.4
41.3
42

35.4
34.5
33

15.3
15.7
17.3

3.26
5.17
6.60

0.4
0.28
0.23

1613.01
1530.2
1533.3
1527.5

13.2
29.0
44.0

56.6
130.2
196.3

422
39.3
39.5
39.3

342
35.4
33.9
32.7

162
12.00
11.8
11.2

K=0.14, n=0.833
2.27
4.23
6.05

0.32
0.37
0.29
0.28

1524.01

-

-

39.52

342

112

K=0.12, n=0.823

0.32

1

Target density level

2

Representative soil properties at this target density level

3

Deformation parameters (K and n) in Janbu (1963) soil model for initial elastic modulus
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Table 2.4 Pipe-soil interaction test results of maximum dimensionless soil force with corresponding displacement and mobilization
distance
Pipe
Test
Diameter
Number
(mm)
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
21

254
254
254
254
254
254
254
254
610
610
610
610
254

Test Soil
Bulk Density
(kN/m3)

Burial
Depth
Ratio, H/D

Pult (kN)

Nh

Ym

Displacement
at Pult (mm)

Mobilization
Distance (mm)

14.7
15.7
14.7
15.5
15.4
14.7
14.6
15.4
15.6
14.6
15.2
14.5
14.8

3
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
1
1
1
7

23.88
6.70
5.57
7.66
6.88
5.99
25.04
32.57
45.41
37.49
45.50
32.67
98.09

9.18
7.23
6.42
8.38
7.57
6.91
9.69
11.95
8.56
7.56
8.80
6.63
16.02

0.75
0.08
0.33
0.10
0.09
0.45
0.49
0.14
0.05
0.27
0.07
0.27
0.97

190.00
19.17
83.30
24.42
22.75
114.58
125.00
34.43
33.33
166.67
44.17
166.67
246.08

0.75D
0.08D
0.33D
0.10D
0.09D
0.45D
0.49D
0.14D
0.05D
0.27D
0.07D
0.27D
0.97D
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Initial Soil Surface

a)

Vary:
D – 254mm, 610mm
H/D – 1,3, and 7
γ – loose, dense

H

Direction of Pipe
Displacement

D
Central Static
Soil Wedge

b)

Final Soil Surface Profile

Caving
Active Soil
Wedge
Front Passive
Soil Wedge

Well-defined
dense peak

c)

At which point in loose sand does
the peak lateral soil force and
mobilization distance occur?
Significant variability in selection.

max

Force (kN)

Peak Force, F

Soil Shear
Bands

Dense Soil Response
Loose Soil Response

?

?

?

Mobilization
Distance, Y
d

Lateral Displacement (mm)

Figure 2.1 Problem Definition a) initial test geometry, parameters that will be evaluated in this
study, and definition of burial depth H and pipe diameter D b) final test geometry and expected
wedges of soil failure c) typical force-displacement response of soil, details the uncertainty in peak
lateral soil force in loose sands
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a)

b)

c)

Figure 2.2. Test Apparatus and Set Up a) Plan view of geolab testing pit, showing location of
actuator and test apparatus (all dimensions in m) b) elevation view of test apparatus, definition of
boundary conditions c) 3-D representation oblique view of test apparatus
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Figure 2.3 Instrumented Pipe a) test pipe specimen b) high capacity pulling rod system c) rear view of instrumentation cables run through
the back of the test pipe d) internal load cell housed in 254 mm pipe, detailing connection
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Figure 2.4 Pneumatic Endcap System and String Potentiometers a) oblique view of fully instrumented pipe ready for material backfill b)
pneumatic actuators used inside pipe c) string potentiometers d) cross section of pneumatic endcap system detailed internal parts and
connections
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Figure 2.5 Sidewall friction from pneumatic endcap system a) force-displacement curve with
pneumatic cylinder pressure of 100 kPa. Pulling force value in analysis was adjusted by 0.65 kN
friction force b) force-displacement curve with pneumatic cylinder pressure of 125 kPa. Pulling
force value in analysis was adjusted by 0.8 kN friction force
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Figure 2.6 Olimag Synthetic Olivine Sand grain sieve analysis. D10=0.42 mm, D30=0.62 mm, D60=0.83 mm
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Figure 2.7 Test repeatability with 254mm pipe, at H/D=1.0, in both loose and dense sand illustrated
on a) force-displacement behaviour b) pipe trajectory c) pipe trajectory angle plots. Data from
dense and loose tests are depicted using solid and hollow marker shapes respectively.
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Figure 2.8 Evaluation of Burial Depth Ratio H/D, and material density γ, given pipe diameter of
254 mm, on a) force-displacement behaviour b) pipe trajectory. Data from dense and loose tests are
depicted using solid and hollow marker shapes respectively.
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Figure 2.9 Evaluation of Pipe Diameter D, and material density γ, given burial depth ratio H/D=1.0,
on a) force-displacement behaviour b) pipe trajectory. Data from dense and loose tests are depicted
using solid and hollow marker shapes respectively.
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Figure 2.10 Influence of Burial Depth Ratio H/D, given pipe diameter of 254 mm, on dimensionless
force and displacement in a) loose sand b) dense sand. Data from dense and loose tests are depicted
using solid and hollow marker shapes respectively.
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Figure 2.11 Influence of Burial Depth Ratio on Maximum Dimensionless Force. Guo and Stolle
prediction curves of maximum soil force in both loose and dense sand compared to experimental
test values on a) 254 mm diameter pipe b) 610 mm diameter pipe. Data from dense and loose tests
are depicted using solid and hollow marker shapes respectively. The prediction curves were
produced by Guo and Stolle, and the symbols present the experimental results from this study.
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Figure 2.12 Influence of Burial Depth Ratio on Mobilization Distance in both loose and
dense sand. Solid and hollow symbols represent dense and loose tests respectively. Small
and large symbols represent 254 and 610 mm diameter pipes respectively.
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Chapter 3
Incremental Soil Displacement and Strain Localization Measurement
using Digital Image Correlation Techniques
3.1 Introduction
Comprehensive experimental and analytical work has been undertaken by the academic community
to research pipe-soil interaction induced by lateral ground displacement. Extensive physical testing,
both full scale laboratory experiments (Audibert and Nyman, 1975, 1977, Trautmann and O’Rourke
1985a,b) and reduced scale centrifuge model testing (Dicken and Leung, 1983, Tian et al., 2010,
Dingle et al., 2008) have been completed, as well as many finite element analysis studies (Ng, 1994,
Zhou and Harvey, 1996, Popescu et al., 2002) to model the pipe-soil behaviour and response.
Lateral soil force-displacement relationships have been quantified and characterized by a variety
of authors, and the influence of material density, pipe diameter, and burial depth have been
evaluated on the force-displacement behaviour.

Previous research concerning pipe-soil interaction induced by lateral pipe displacement has focused
primarily on force-displacement relationships, and there has been limited physical experimental
work on the soil failure mechanisms and strain localization that occurs in laterally displaced pipe
tests. Testing on this subject has been restricted by the instrumentation used for displacement and
strain measurement, and the large interval capture rate of these methods. Digital image correlation
(DIC) has been successfully implemented to study several geotechnical topics including pipeline
uplift (White et al., 2008), resistance of partially embedded pipes (Merifield et al., 2008), and pipe
penetration (Wang et al., 2010) and has provided valuable insight into pipe-soil interaction
processes. To the author’s knowledge, there has been minimal research completed to demonstrate
complete soil failure mechanism development in full-scale physical experimental tests with a focus
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on horizontal pipe displacement of buried pipes. Experimental data evaluating shear strain
behaviour of the test material, strain localization into soil shear bands, and material flow into the
void left behind the displaced pipe is needed to evaluate existing numerical models. Digital image
correlation is used in this manuscript to capture this complex soil behaviour, and the high quality
experimental data that results can be used to evaluate existing numerical models and heighten the
current understanding of failure mechanism development and pipe-soil interaction.

A full-scale test program has been developed at Queen’s University to improve the current state of
pipe-soil interaction knowledge. Transparent sidewalls have been implemented into the test
apparatus to capture the development of the soil failure mechanism, which occurs as the buried
pipe is laterally displaced in the test chamber. Tests have been conducted with 254 mm and 610
mm diameter test pipes at two sand densities and burial depth ratios.

The objective of this chapter is therefore to 1) acquire a set of high quality digital images/DIC data
capturing the soil behaviour during a laterally displaced pipe test, 2) provide a framework for failure
mechanism development, 3) evaluate the influence of material density, pipe diameter, and burial
depth ratio on soil failure mechanism and strain localization, 4) model the formation and
progression of strain localization and development of shear bands, 5) improve the current
understanding of soil deformation using continuous monitoring methods, and 6) calculate shear
strain behaviour of the test material. These goals are attainable using DIC techniques.

3.2 Problem background
Soil failure is an inherent soil property which occurs when a material cannot sustain the applied
shear stress, and is loaded beyond maximum material strength. This soil failure results in the
formation of a failure mechanism. As the test pipe is laterally displaced through the test material,
the pipe-soil interaction forces exceed the material strength in certain zones of the surrounding soil
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so that shear bands are formed, i.e. areas of strain localization. Typical failure mechanism
behaviour and points of interest of the test program are presented in Figure 3.1. At shallow burial
depths of less than three pipe diameters, three distinct soil wedges develop in the test material
including an active wedge, located behind the pipe trajectory, a passive wedge located in front of
the pipe, and a middle static wedge, positioned above the pipe crown. With an increase of pipe
displacement through the test sand, a trough forms behind the pipe and a berm forms on the soil
surface, marking the top of the passive soil wedge. The soil behaviour leading up to failure noted
in Figure 3.1, specifically the strain localization behaviour into soil shear bands, the shear strain
behaviour of the test material, and the flow of sand into the void left behind the displaced pipe will
be evaluated. These topics will be discussed in Section 3.5.

3.3 Test Program and Methodology
3.3.1 Test Program and Apparatus

A full scale laboratory testing facility was developed to perform experimental work on horizontal
pipe-soil interaction. Transparent sidewalls were incorporated into the test apparatus to enable DIC
measurements of soil displacements. Lateral pipe displacement tests were conducted with 254 mm
and 610 mm outer diameter test pipes at two sand densities and burial depth ratios. The influence
of sand density, γ, burial depth ratio H/D, and pipe diameter D on soil behaviour such as the
development of failure mechanisms and strain localization in sand will be evaluated. D is defined
as the outer pipe diameter and H is the distance from the soil surface to the pipe springline. The
tests that have been analyzed in this chapter can be found in Table 3.1.

Test pipes were laterally displaced through the test chamber with an actuator and pulling rod system
at a constant rate of displacement of 5 mm/minute. Figure 3.2 illustrates the experiment and gives
an overview of the testing concept. Two transparent glass viewing windows, measuring 1.22 m by
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1.83 m and 15.9 mm thick, were installed in the test chamber to observe soil behaviour through test
progression, as shown in Figures 3.2a and 3.2b. Stationary control markers, applied to the inside
of the transparent viewing window, can be tracked using GeoPIV and are used to correct errors
associated with out of plane motion, camera movement, and image distortion due to refraction and
lens distortion. Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), or Teflon endcaps were fabricated for both the 254
mm and 610 mm diameter test pipes to minimize the coefficient of friction between the pipe and
the viewing window. Teflon was chosen for endcap application for its low coefficient of friction
against the glass viewing windows. A pneumatic cylinder system was designed to provide the
necessary axial force to keep the Teflon endcaps in constant contact with the viewing window and
provided a method to control lateral sidewall friction. For further details regarding the pneumatic
endcap system, refer to Chapter 2 Section 2.4.3.

The test chamber, seen in Figure 3.2c, was designed to simulate plane strain conditions at fieldscale, for this pipe-soil interaction problem. The distance to the boundaries in front of and behind
the pipe allow full unrestricted development of soil failure mechanisms behind and in front of the
test pipes, as does the distance below the test pipes. These distances were chosen based on an
interpretation of results from Trautmann (1983) and Audibert and Nyman (1975) for shallow buried
lateral pipe displacement tests to allow full unrestricted soil failure mechanism development.

The boundary conditions of the 254 mm pipe are detailed in Figure 3.2a. The width and length of
the test chamber containing the test pipe specimen are 0.9 and 5.5 m respectively. The length of the
test chamber provided the necessary dimensions so that soil failure mechanism development was
not influenced by restraint provided by the end-walls.
3.3.2 Digital Image Correlation
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An image capture system comprising a Canon Rebel T4i DSLR camera and DSLR Digital Remote
Pro software was used with a high speed, or flicker free, light source to illuminate the field of view
and capture high quality digital images of the soil behaviour. The camera location and field of view
can be seen in Figure 3.2c.

Digital image correlation (DIC) is a non-intrusive measurement technique which calculates
material displacement using a sequence of digital images. GeoPIV, developed by White et al.
(2003), is a DIC image processing technique that calculates fields of incremental displacement by
comparing consecutive digital images and locating the position of image subsets. In the current
study, GeoPIV was used to measure soil displacement along a transparent viewing window,
showing the development of soil failure mechanisms in the test material during laterally displaced
pipe tests.

GeoPIV operates by tracking the texture, defined as a particular pattern of pixel intensity values,
of a collection of digital images. Displacements are calculated by taking an image of the initial
undeformed object of interest and capturing subsequent images as loading in applied to the object.
A mesh made up of digital patches is selected within an area of interest in the initial image, and the
position of each patch is tracked in subsequent images. Patches, or pixel subsets, are comprised of
a matrix of pixels, and each patch has a unique texture or spatial variation, seen in Figure 3.3. A
correlation between each patch from the first image and a search zone containing the patch in the
next image is evaluated. The location within the search zone in the next image at which the highest
correlation of image texture is found indicates the displaced position of the original patch. Figure
3.3 illustrates the global mesh used for analysis of both the 254 mm and 610 mm diameter test pipes
with increasing digital zoom. The pixel intensity, size and spacing of each test patch can be seen in
Figure 3.3c and 3.3f.
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GeoPIV was used to analyze the digital images to measure soil displacements. The GeoPIV results
can be used to calculate shear strain, produce velocity fields to examine soil failure mechanism
development, and plot strain maps to evaluate strain localization. DIC provides continuous
monitoring of soil behaviour during testing, enabling the measurement of displacement and
calculation of strain at any point of interest. Previous physical testing of laterally displaced
pipelines has employed monitoring techniques that do not capture the complex nature of soil
behaviour through test progression, and have been restricted by infrequent measurement intervals.
By continuously monitoring the soil behaviour and using GeoPIV to analyze this experimental data,
this test program produces excellent data.

The experimental program, using transparent viewing windows and applying non-intrusive high
accuracy DIC techniques for data processing, allows test objectives to be met, which include:
a) A collection of digital images of soil behaviour during lateral pipe displacement to study
the development of the soil failure mechanism, which can be used to calculate shear strains
from soil displacement.
b) Tests performed at two pipe diameters, and at three burial depths to evaluate how pipe size
and burial depth ratio H/D influence the formation and shape of the soil failure
mechanisms.
c) Modeling strain localization to investigate the development of soil shear bands.
d) Modeling the flow of material into the void left behind the displaced pipe which can be
compared to FEA model predictions.
e) To heighten the current understanding of soil failure mechanism development and strain
localization and their influence on the pipe-soil interaction processes.
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3.4 Test Pipe and Soil Characteristics
3.4.1 Test Pipes
Two steel pipes of 254 mm and 610 mm outer diameter were provided by TransCanada Pipelines
and cut to length of 914 mm for testing. The 254 mm diameter pipe was coating in polyethylene;
the 610 mm pipe was not coated. The wall thickness of the 254 and 610 mm pipes are 6.3 mm and
9.5 mm respectively.
3.4.2 Synthetic Olivine Sand Characteristics
Olimag synthetic olivine sand, an angular material used for sand blasting, was employed for the
test program. This material was used because it does not contain any harmful silica dust and is safe
for laboratory use and has significant variation in grain colour to create high quality image texture
for DIC application. The high strength of the particles also limits grain size changes when the
material is used repeatedly. A grain size analysis was conducted as per ASTM Standard D422-63
for Particle-Size Analysis of Soils and yielded an effective particle size d10 of 0.42 mm, a coefficient
of curvature Cc of 1.10, and a coefficient of uniformity Cu of 1.98 suggesting that the soil is poorly
graded. The sand has an average particle size D50 of 0.83mm. Lapos and Moore (2002) reported
that the synthetic olivine sand has a specific gravity of 3.2. Pike (2014) found the value to be 3.1.
The unique grain shape of the synthetic olivine sand can be found in Figure B.1 in Appendix B.

Triaxial tests were conducted by Ni (2014) at Queen’s University on the same synthetic olivine
sand used for the experimental testing in this thesis. Ni performed tests at two sand densities with
varying confining stress levels (1613kg/m3 at 15.7, 31.3 and 36.9kPa and 1524kg/m3 at 13.2, 29
and 44kPa) to obtain the stress, strain, and strength characteristics and deformation parameters for
use in numerical modeling. For each sand density, the peak friction angle (φp), constant volume
friction angle (φcv), dilation angle (Ψ), Poisson’s ratio (ν), and initial modulus (Ei) can be evaluated.
The initial elastic modulus for each test was used to define the deformation characteristics of the
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sand using the Janbu (1963) soil model, which uses parameter Ki and coefficient n. Ki reflects the
correlation between the initial modulus and atmospheric pressure at an effective confining stress of
one atmosphere. The coefficient n, ranging from zero to unity, implies the dependency of the
modulus on earth pressure. A small n value indicates that the soil is approximately stress
independent, whereas as n approaches unity, the modulus becomes a linear function of the
confining stress. Ni chose a set or representative parameters to characterize the synthetic olivine
sand at a target density of 1613kg/m3: φp=42⁰, φcv=34⁰, Ψ=16⁰, and ν=0.3. At a density of
1524kg/m3, the parameters are φp=39.5⁰, φcv=34⁰, Ψ=11⁰, and ν=0.3. Use of one set of
representative soil properties at a specific density level can facilitate numerical modeling. Table
3.2, adapted from Ni, summarizes all the soil parameters of concern for use with finite element
analysis to capture the stresses, strains, strength, and deformation characteristics of physical
experiments. The triaxial tests conducted by Ni were performed at Queen’s University using the
same sand that was used for the experimental testing in this thesis.

The moisture content of the soil was measured several times throughout the testing period and it
was determined that the synthetic olivine remained in a dry state and the water content of the test
sand is negligible. All densities that are reported in this thesis are bulk densities of the synthetic
olivine sand. Bulk densities and water content measurements of the synthetic olivine sand can be
found in Tables B.1 through B.14 in Appendix B. Based on density index calculations for each test,
found in Table B.15 in Appendix B for each test, the loose and dense sand conditions in this thesis
correspond to a medium dense and a dense sand respectively. The average density index ID for the
medium dense and dense sand are 59% and 80% respectively. For ease of discussion, the medium
dense and dense sand conditions will be referred to as loose and dense in this thesis.
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3.5 Results
3.5.1 GeoPIV Application
GeoPIV tracks subsets of pixel intensity values to calculate incremental displacement in materials.
The pixel intensity of each patch, or pixel subset, is tracked throughout a collection of digital images
using a pixel intensity correlation. Groups of patches form a mesh, seen in Figure 3.3, which is
used for GeoPIV analysis. Figure 3.3 depicts the initial reference images for both 254 and 610 mm
pipe test with increasing digital zoom, highlighting the global mesh and the pixel subsets. The pixel
intensity, size and spacing of each patch can be seen in Figures 3.3c and 3.3f. For the 254mm pipe
tests, a pixel subset size of 28 pixels (10 mm) has been used (i.e. patches comprising of a 28 row
by 28 column matrix) with a centre to centre spacing of 28 pixels (10 mm). Similarly a pixel subset
size and spacing of 64 pixels (22 mm) has been used for the 610mm pipe tests. The choice of pixel
subset size has been normalized by pipe diameter to create a similar mesh density for both pipes.
This facilitates a simple method of comparing the soil failure mechanism and strain localization
that develops in both 254 and 610mm pipe tests.

The displacement of each pixel subset in the global mesh was calculated with GeoPIV and was
used to generate incremental vector plots, or displacement fields of the soil. A comparison of two
digital images was used to calculate the incremental displacement of each pixel subset and
incremental displacement fields were generated at chosen values of dimensionless pipe
displacement y/D, in which y is the horizontal pipe displacement and D is the outer pipe diameter.
The incremental displacement fields show the magnitude and direction of displacement of each
pixel subset and provide an excellent visualization of soil flow and soil failure mechanism and
quantify the soil displacement within the physical model experiment.
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Incremental shear strain of the test material was calculated with the displacement field data and
strain map plots that were developed. The strain maps provide insight into strain localization into
soil shear bands and the progressive development of the soil failure mechanisms prior to soil failure.

The digital images used for analysis were captured at 10 s intervals, corresponding to a pipe
displacement of 0.83 mm. The displacement field and strain map figures discussed in this chapter
depict incremental measurements of displacement and shear strain that were calculated across this
interval.
3.5.2 Effect of soil density on failure mechanism (D=254 mm, H/D=1.0)
The incremental displacement field and incremental strain map figures have been plotted at chosen
values of dimensionless displacement y/D. These points are depicted on the lateral soil forcedisplacement curves in Figure 3.4a. Arrows on the curves show the points representing the
maximum dimensionless force, Nh, and the mobilization distance (the lateral pipe movement
needed to mobilize the maximum lateral force). This data is discussed in further detail in Chapter
2. The incremental displacement fields and incremental strain maps have been normalized by pipe
diameter, as seen in Figure 3.4b. The strain localization and soil wedge behaviour of a 254 mm
outer diameter test pipe at H/D=1.0 will be evaluated in this section. Figures 3.5 through 3.8
illustrate the complex soil behaviour and will be discussed below.
Dense Sand Behaviour, Test 7
The active soil wedge that develops in the test material behind the pipe forms a narrow chimney
shaped wedge shortly after the initiation of pipe movement, as seen in Figures 3.5a, 3.5b and
Figures 3.7a, 3.7b. The nearly vertical shear bands extend from the soil surface to the pipe invert,
showing the material flow mechanism of the sand into the void left behind the displaced pipe as
displayed in Figures 3.7a and 3.7b. Strain localization into soil shear bands at the boundaries of the
active wedge is evident at the onset of pipe displacement. With an increase of pipe displacement,
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the active wedge widens at the soil surface and develops into a funnel shaped wedge, which
continues to fill the void left behind the displaced pipe, shown in Figures 3.5c, 3.6d and Figures
3.7c, 3.8d. At large values of pipe displacement, the front face of the active wedge tilts forward as
the funnel shape continues to widen, and the bottom of the active wedge develops into a more
pronounced rotational flow mechanism. This phenomenon is evident in Figures 3.6e, 3.6f and
Figures 3.8e, 3.8f.

At small values of pipe displacement, the region of soil in front of the pipe is shown in compression
and there is obvious shear band development of the passive soil wedge slip surface, seen in Figures
3.5a and 3.7a. The primary shear band extending from the pipe invert quickly develops and
propagates towards the soil surface as the lateral soil resistance is overcome by the forces exerted
from the displaced pipe. At small values of pipe displacement, high shear strain is present close to
the pipe showing the formation of shear bands (Figure 3.7a), and there are obvious areas of
distributed shear strain (Figure 3.5a), showing the zone of sand compression in front of the
displaced pipe. With increasing pipe displacement, further strain localization is apparent in the
passive wedge shear bands, as the sand is compressed and the strength of the material is exceeded.
The shear band extending from the pipe invert divides into two distinct shear bands at different
elevations in front of the pipe, as seen in Figures 3.7b and 3.7c. The passive wedge is initially
bounded by the upper, or the secondary shear band, and moves along this slip surface. After the
pipe has reached its mobilization distance, shown in Figure 3.4a, and there is further increase of
pipe displacement, the secondary shear band dissolves and the passive wedge is displaced along
the lower primary shear band. This transition is seen in Figures 3.7c through 3.8f.

A triangular leading wedge develops directly in front of the pipe and is bounded by shear bands
extending from the pipe crown and invert, which intersect at the passive wedge slip surface. The
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leading wedge forms at small values of pipe displacement and maintains the same shape throughout
the test, as seen in Figure 3.7a through 3.8f. The soil within the leading wedge experiences a small
magnitude of shear strain and is laterally displaced by the pipe.
Loose Sand Behaviour, Test 9
At small values of pipe displacement, the active wedge forms a wide funnel shape which flows into
the void left behind the displaced pipe, as shown in the displacement fields in Figures 3.5a and
3.5b. Distinct inclined shear bands mark the boundaries of the funnel shaped active soil wedge and
can be seen in Figure 3.7a. With an increase of pipe displacement, the active wedge widens at the
soil surface and exhibits several characteristics of the dense sand tests. The active wedge develops
vertical shear bands forming the aforementioned chimney shaped wedge seen in Figures 3.7a and
3.8d (dense and loose sand respectively), which develops into the rotational flow mechanism shown
in Figures 3.8e and 3.8f (dense and loose sand respectively).

There is a large area of distributed strain causing compression of the sand in front of the pipe, as
seen in the displacement fields in Figure 3.5a and 3.5b. At larger pipe displacement, compression
of the loosely placed sand to a denser state is needed to initiate development of shear bands in the
passive soil wedge, seen in Figures 3.8d through 3.8f. A horizontal shear band extending from the
pipe invert, exclusively seen in the loose sand tests at this burial depth ratio can be seen in Figure
3.7c and 3.8d. The triangular leading soil wedge observed in the dense tests is also present in the
loose sand in front of the pipe, forming at larger pipe displacement values than in the dense sand
(y/D of 0.2 and 0.05 for loose and dense sand respectively) as seen in Figures 3.8d through 3.8f.
The primary and secondary passive wedge shear bands require a larger pipe displacement, therefore
more sand compaction, to develop fully. Figures 3.8d through 3.8f show the formation of the
primary and secondary shear bands, as well as an area between these bands which also experiences
strain localization.
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Discussion
It is apparent that tests conducted in loose sand exhibit many of the characteristics of dense sand
behaviour at large values of pipe displacement. The chimney-shaped passive wedge, the rotational
flow mechanism which fills the void left behind the displaced pipe, the leading soil wedge that
develops directly in front of the pipe, and the unique development of primary and secondary passive
wedge shear bands are present in both loose and dense sand tests. A higher degree of compaction
is needed in loose sand to exceed the soil strength and initiate strain localization and soil failure.
The larger mobilization distance in loose sand requires a greater pipe displacement and this
effectively serves to densify the sand in front of the pipe, resulting in a final wedge shape similar
to that seen in tests conducted in dense sand. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 confirm that the soil failure
mechanism stayed well within the glass viewing windows.
3.5.3 Effect of deeper embedment on failure mechanism (D=254 mm, H/D=3.0)
The incremental displacement field and incremental strain map figures have been plotted at chosen
values of dimensionless displacement y/D. These points are depicted on the lateral soil forcedisplacement curves in Figure 3.9a. Arrows on the curves show the points representing the
maximum dimensionless force, Nh, and the mobilization distance. This data is discussed in further
detail in Chapter 2. The incremental displacement fields and incremental strain maps have been
normalized by pipe diameter, as seen in Figure 3.9b. The strain localization and soil wedge
behaviour of a 254 mm outer diameter test pipe at H/D=3.0 will be evaluated in this section. Figures
3.10 through 3.13 illustrate the complex soil behaviour and will be discussed below.
Dense Sand Behaviour, Test 11
The active soil wedge that develops behind the pipe forms immediately after initiation of pipe
displacement. This wedge assumes an elliptical shape as the shear bands extend toward the soil
surface. A small rotational flow mechanism develops within the active soil wedge at the onset of
pipe movement. The rotational flow mechanism is situated at the bottom of the active wedge and
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fills the void left behind the displaced pipe as seen in Figures 3.10a and 3.12a. With an increase of
pipe displacement, strain localization into soil shear bands at the boundaries of the elliptical active
wedge becomes more apparent and the wedge opens at the soil surface (Figures 3.11d through 3.11f
and Figure 3.13d through 3.13f). In addition, the size of the rotational flow mechanism increases,
occupying a larger area of the active soil wedge. At large values of pipe displacement (y/D=0.5),
the front active wedge shear band has tilted forward to form the front face of a funnel shaped soil
wedge. The rear shear band has moved below the pipe invert and transitions smoothly into the
passive wedge primary shear band.

Sand infiltrated the pipe endcap system and caused areas of high shear strain at the top right flank
of the pipe during Test 11 in Figures 3.10 through 3.13. The digital images used for analysis
captured this process that would not normally occur during laterally displaced pipe tests. This sand
movement does not compromise the measurements of soil displacement beyond this local zone,
and so this small zone of high shear strain will not subsequently be discussed.

A large zone of compression can be seen in the soil directly in front of the pipe in Figures 3.10a
through 3.10c, at small values of pipe displacement. Shear bands originating at the pipe invert
extend forward at different elevations and directions before the failure mechanism has fully
mobilized, as seen in Figures 3.12a through 3.12c. A horizontal and a primary shear band extend
from the pipe invert, the latter becoming the slip surface of the passive failure wedge. There is
further development of the passive wedge shear band with an increase of pipe displacement, as well
as the formation of an additional shear band extending from the pipe haunch to the soil surface.
The new shear band develops between y/D=0.3 and 0.5, and can be seen in Figures 3.13e and 3.13f.
This shear band forms a third distinct soil wedge component of the failure mechanism between the
active and passive wedges, seen in Figure 3.13f. The triangular leading soil wedge mechanism
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mentioned in Section 3.6.1 is also present at this burial depth and is shown in Figures 3.12c and
3.13d through 3.13d.
Loose Sand Behaviour, Test 10
In loose sand, the active soil wedge forms a chimney shape shortly after initial pipe movement. As
the pipe is displaced, significant strain localization occurs at the active wedge shear bands as they
propagate towards the soil surface as seen in Figures 3.12a through 3.12c. The active wedge flows
downward into the void left behind the displaced pipe, illustrated in the displacement fields in
Figures 3.10a through 3.10c. With an increase of pipe displacement, the active soil wedge widens
at the soil surface and forms a rotational flow mechanism at the bottom of the active wedge,
adjacent to the pipe. This flow mechanism is developed to a lesser extent in loose sand than in tests
conducted in dense sand. Widening of the active wedge and the difference in rotational flow
mechanism development can be seen in Figures 3.11f and 3.13f.

A large compression zone is present in front of the pipe as seen in Figures 3.10b and 3.10c. A
considerably larger pipe displacement is required to compress the soil before any significant strain
localization can be identified at the boundaries of the passive soil wedge in loose sand. A horizontal
shear band extends from the pipe invert at y/D=0.2 (Figure 3.13d), however there is no
development of a primary shear band at this pipe displacement. The primary and secondary shear
bands begin to form at y/D=0.3 as seen in Figures 3.13e and 3.13f. The triangular leading wedge
soil mechanism seen in dense sand can be observed in Figure 3.13d.
Discussion
A larger pipe displacement is required to initiate strain localization and to achieve full mobilization
of the soil failure mechanisms at this deeper burial depth. The mobilization distance data in Chapter
2 also leads to this conclusion, as it shows that with an increase of H/D, the pipe mobilization
distance also increases. For example in dense tests conducted at H/D=3.0, the active wedge shear
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bands have fully developed at a dimensionless displacement of 0.1 whereas full development of
the active wedge shear bands at a burial depth of H/D=1.0 is seen in dense sand at a dimensionless
displacement of 0.025. In addition, the triangular leading wedge soil mechanism seen in tests
performed at both H/D=1.0 and 3.0, does not develop a similar magnitude of strain localization at
the same value of pipe displacement. At a deeper burial depth, the active wedge is an elliptical
chimney shape. At smaller H/D values, the active wedge forms a chimney shape with vertical
sidewalls. Formation and development of a secondary shear band in the passive soil wedge was not
observed at this greater burial depth. This can tentatively be explained as a result of the higher
overburden pressure at deeper burial, forcing strain localization to occur along the slip surface
which offered the least resistance.
3.5.4 Effect of pipe diameter on failure mechanism (D=610 mm, H/D=1.0)
The incremental displacement field and incremental strain map figures have been plotted at chosen
values of dimensionless displacement y/D for the 610 mm diameter pipe. These points are depicted
on the lateral soil force-displacement curves in Figure 3.14a. Arrows on the curves show the points
representing the maximum dimensionless force, Nh, and the mobilization distance. This data is
discussed in further detail in Chapter 2. The incremental displacement fields and incremental strain
maps have been normalized by pipe diameter, as seen in Figure 3.14b. An additional viewing
window was added to the test chamber in order to capture the complete soil failure mechanism of
the 610 mm pipe tests. The leading edge of the passive soil wedge was further in front of the pipe
than in the 254 mm pipe tests, justifying the need for a larger viewing window area. The addition
of a second viewing window introduces an occluded region in the DIC data, as the steel mounting
frames obstruct digital image capture of the soil behaviour, as seen in Figures 3.14b and 3.14c. A
refined global mesh using smaller pixels subsets was used for strain map analysis of the 610 mm
pipe tests in order to provide a more detailed visualization of the soil behaviour. Pixel subset size
and spacing of 28 pixels (10 mm) was used for the 610mm strain maps. The strain localization and
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soil wedge behaviour of a 610 mm outer diameter test pipe at H/D=1.0 will be evaluated in this
section. Figures 3.15 through 3.18 illustrate the complex soil behaviour and will be discussed
below.
Dense Sand Behaviour, Test 14
At the onset of pipe displacement, the active soil wedge forms an elliptical chimney shape with
shear bands extending from the soil surface to the invert of the pipe, as seen in Figures 3.15a, 3.15b,
3.17a, and 3.17b. At small values of pipe displacement a rotational flow mechanism has formed at
the bottom of the active soil wedge and fills the void left behind the displaced pipe. The formation
of the rotational flow mechanism is shown in Figure 3.17a and this continues to develop as pipe
displacement is increased. The development of the active wedge shear band can be seen in Figures
3.17a through 3.17c. With an increase of pipe displacement, an inclined shear band extending from
the pipe crown to the soil surface develops and replaces the vertical shear band of the chimney
shape as the active wedge slip surface. Figure 3.17c shows the shear band transition from the
chimney shaped wedge to the funnel shaped wedge, evident by the different magnitudes of shear
strain present in the two shear bands. As pipe displacement increases, the funnel shaped wedge
continues to widen as a trough forms behind the pipe. The rotational flow mechanism develops into
the primary active wedge shape as the rear shear band of this feature reaches the soil surface. This
progression is illustrated in Figures 3.18d through 3.18f.

The compression zone of soil in front of the pipe is shown in Figures 3.15a and 3.15b. Distinct
shear band development of the passive soil wedge at the pipe invert can be seen in Figures 3.17a
and 3.17b. Several shear bands have formed at the pipe invert at a variety of elevations and
propagate in different directions. With an increase of pipe displacement, strain localization into the
primary and secondary shear bands occur at the boundaries of the passive wedge, as well as the
formation of the triangular leading shaped wedge directly in front of the pipe (Figure 3.18d). The
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passive wedge is initially bounded by the higher elevation secondary shear band however with an
increase of pipe displacement, the passive wedge slip surface transitions to the lower elevation
primary shear band. The progression of the passive soil wedge failure surface in Figures 3.17c,
3.18d, and 3.18e reinforces this concept, previously mentioned in Section 3.6.2 (test conducted
with a smaller pipe diameter at an equivalent burial depth ratio).
Loose Sand Behaviour, Test 15
At small values of pipe displacement the active soil wedge forms a wide chimney shaped wedge
and with increasing pipe displacement develops into a funnel shaped soil wedge. The chimney
shaped wedges in loose and dense sand are 0.4 and 0.65D in width respectively, as seen in Figure
3.15a, showing the material density influence on wedge geometry. As pipe displacement is
increased, a rotational flow mechanism forms at the pipe invert at the bottom of the active wedge
and can be seen in Figure 3.17c. This mechanism fills the void left behind the displaced pipe. The
transition from a chimney to a funnel shaped wedge can also be observed in Figure 3.17c. Figures
3.18d through 3.18f illustrate the full development of the rotational flow mechanism as it becomes
the primary active wedge.

A large area of distributed strain causing sand compression in front of the pipe is observed in Figure
3.11c. The strain localization as a result of sand compaction can be seen in Figures 3.17c and 3.18d.
Multiple shear bands form at the pipe invert and follow different paths through the test material. A
horizontal shear band can be seen extending from the pipe invert in Figure 3.17b. With an increase
of pipe displacement, the passive wedge shear bands develop and reach the soil surface. The
complex compressive behaviour of the soil promotes the development of multiple shear bands in
front of the pipe before the sand failure mechanism has fully mobilized. Figures 3.18d through
3.18f illustrate this behaviour and show the formation of the primary and secondary shear bands as
well as other areas of strain localization.
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Discussion
The refined mesh size used for the 610 mm pipe strain map analysis provides a more detailed
visualization of the strain localization phenomenon that occur in the soil as well as the size of
certain soil wedge features, in comparison to the small pipe strain map results. For example, the
development of the rotational failure mechanism within the active soil wedge is much more
apparent and the strain localization behaviour provides a more realistic representation of shear band
location and thickness. A comparison of the soil behaviour of 254 and 610 mm pipe tests performed
at H/D=1.0 is discussed in the next section. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 confirm that the soil failure
mechanism stayed well within the glass viewing windows.
3.5.5 Scaling of Soil Behaviour with Pipe Diameter
Tests at equivalent burial depth ratios were conducted with two pipe diameter (254 mm and 610
mm), and a comparison of the soil behaviour is evaluated in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. In dense sand
for both pipe diameters, the active wedge failure mechanism is similar in size and shape and shows
many of the same characteristics including the forward shear band inclination with an increase of
pipe displacement, and the transition from a chimney shaped soil wedge to a rotational flow
mechanism at large values of pipe displacement. The passive wedges for each pipe diameter also
show comparable failure mechanism development, occurring at the same value of normalized pipe
displacement. Formation of the primary and secondary shear bands, for example, can be seen in
Figure 3.19b at y/D=0.2.

In loose sand, Figures 3.19 and 3.20 give an excellent visualization of active wedge development.
Strain localization into soil shear bands and the location and direction of shear band formation in
both the 254 mm and 610 mm pipe tests are comparable. The development of the multiple shear
bands in the active wedge and the formation of a rotational flow mechanism is depicted in Figure
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3.20e. The passive wedge behaviour and soil strain development in front of the pipe for both pipe
diameters also share similar characteristics.

There are no significant differences in the soil behaviour of a laterally displaced pipe test conducted
at equivalent burial depth ratios for these two pipe diameters, and it is therefore concluded that the
soil behaviour such as deformations and development of strain localization for this pipe-soil
interaction problem scale favourably with pipe size.
3.5.6 Discussion of Test Apparatus Boundary Conditions
As discussed earlier, the boundary conditions of the test apparatus were chosen to allow full
unrestricted development of the failure mechanisms present in the sand during horizontal pipe-soil
interaction tests. The observations of the incremental displacement plot and incremental shear strain
map figures show that the boundaries of the failure mechanism remained in the glass viewing
window in all tests. The widest failure mechanism, present in tests with the 610 mm pipe, also
remained in the glass viewing windows, showing that the boundaries of the test apparatus did not
restrict the development of the soil failure mechanism. The displacement field trajectory of the
widest possible mechanism can be seen in Figure B.2 in Appendix B. This figure shows the length
of undisturbed soil in front of the leading edge of the passive wedge failure mechanism, and gives
visual confirmation that the distances to the forward, rear and base boundaries were all sufficient
to ensure unrestricted development of the failure mechanisms.

The concrete sidewalls of the test apparatus have different friction characteristics than the glass
viewing windows, having a larger coefficient of friction against the olivine sand. Based on the
observations of the incremental displacement plot and incremental shear strain map figures, the
failure mechanism stayed well within the glass region of the test apparatus. The geometry of the
passive wedge failure mechanism would have been altered if the distance to the concrete zone of
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the test apparatus were not large enough. The geometry of the observed failure mechanism is
consistent with the predictions of finite element analysis models from Memorial University.
Therefore any addition frictional restraint provided to the test soil by the concrete zone of the test
chamber would have had a negligible effect on the development of the soil failure mechanism.

3.6 Conclusions
Despite significant research on lateral pipe-soil interaction reported in the literature, detailed
experimental observations evaluating the shear strain behaviour of sand, strain localization into soil
shear bands, and material flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe are needed to further
refine numerical models. A full-scale test facility with transparent sidewalls was developed to
permit digital image correlation tracking of the soil deformations and the failure mechanism.
Specific emphasis was placed on controlling and minimising the effect of lateral sidewall friction
in order to achieve plane strain testing conditions which enables the test apparatus to model field
behaviour for an infinitely long, rigid pipeline. With the high quality experimental data, and the
observations made from GeoPIV post-test analysis, the test program allows one to evaluate the
shear strain behaviour of the synthetic olivine sand, model strain localization into shear bands and
material flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe, and improvements to the current
understanding of failure mechanism development and pipe-soil interaction for pipes displaced
laterally relative to the ground. It also permits evaluation against existing theories for this problem
and finite element analysis models.

Test results have proven that the formation and development of failure mechanisms in sand for this
problem is a strain localization driven phenomenon. As the test pipe is laterally displaced through
the synthetic olivine sand, pipe-soil interaction forces exceed the material strength and cause
localized shear failure, forming shear bands in the soil. It is apparent that a larger pipe displacement
is required to initiate the development of soil failure mechanisms in loose sand. The synthetic
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olivine sand needs to be compacted to a higher target density before strain localization can develop
in the material. Studies conducted with 254 mm and 610 mm test pipes at a burial depth ratio of
1.0 show that the there are no significant variations in the soil behaviour. The pipe diameter does
not affect the soil behaviour in this study, and it is concluded that the soil behaviour such as
deformations and development of strain localization for this pipe-soil interaction problem scale
favourably with pipe size. Tests conducted at burial depth ratios of 1.0 and 3.0 illustrate the
influence of H/D on strain localization and the formation of active and passive soil wedges. With
an increase of burial depth ratio, a larger pipe displacement is required to fully mobilize the soil
failure mechanism. However, the effect of H/D on the soil and pipe responses at shallow burial
depths (i.e. H/D<=3.0) is minimal, with little change in the development of strain localization and
the characteristic shapes of the active and passive soil wedges.
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Table 3.1 Analyzed Chapter 3 horizontal pipe-soil interaction tests

Test
Number

Pipe Diameter
(mm)

Test Bulk Soil
Density (kN/m3)

Burial Depth
Ratio, H/D

7
9
10
11
14
15

254
254
254
254
610
610

15.5
14.7
14.6
15.4
15.2
14.5

1.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
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Table 3.2 Synthetic Olivine Sand Triaxial test results (adapted from Ni 2014)

State

Dense

Loose

Density
(kg/m3)

Confining
stress
(kPa)

Axial
stress
(kPa)

Friction angle (o)
Peak

Volume

Dilation
angle
(o)

Initial elastic
modulus (MPa)

Poisson's
ratio

1611.2
1626.3
1623.6

15.7
31.1
36.9

80.7
152.0
186.5

42.4
41.3
42

35.4
34.5
33

15.3
15.7
17.3

3.26
5.17
6.60

0.40
0.28
0.23

1613.01
1530.2
1533.3
1527.5

13.2
29.0
44.0

56.6
130.2
196.3

422
39.3
39.5
39.3

342
35.4
33.9
32.7

162
12.00
11.8
11.2

K=0.14, n=0.833
2.27
4.23
6.05

0.302
0.37
0.29
0.28

1524.01

-

-

39.52

342

112

K=0.12, n=0.823

0.302

1

Target density level

2

Representative soil properties at this target density level

3

Deformation parameters (K and n) in Janbu (1963) soil model for initial elastic modulus
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Figure 3.1 Lateral soil resistance leading up to failure, illustrating the complex soil behaviour including 1) soil flow into the void left
behind the displaced pipe, 2) volumetric behaviour of the test material in the compression zone directly in front of the test pipe, and 3)
behaviour of strain localization into shear bands
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Figure 3.2 Test apparatus and experimental setup a) Elevation view of 254mm pipe, showing the
initial test conditions, window detail and test boundary conditions b) Final pipe position c) Test
chamber detail and dimensions, displaying camera location for image capture
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Figure 3.3 254 and 610 mm pipe global mesh used for GeoPIV analysis with increasing digital zoom a,d) original image including mesh
used for GeoPIV analysis b,e) close-up of olivine sand texture and test mesh c,f) patch size used for displacement calculations. Pixel subset
size is normalized by pipe diameter, creating a similar mesh density for both pipes and facilitating a simple method of comparing how the
soil behaviour scales with pipe diameter.
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Figure 3.4 Horizontal pipe displacement results of a 254mm diameter pipe, at a burial depth ratio
H/D=1.0, illustrating the a) lateral soil force-displacement curves of Tests 7 and 9, conducted in
dense and loose sand respectively. The mobilization distance, Dmob, and maximum dimensionless
force, Nh, are represented by arrows on the curves b) incremental displacement field and strain
map axes have been normalized by pipe diameter
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Figure 3.5 Incremental displacement field plots of 254 mm pipe tests, at a burial depth ratio
H/D=1.0. Plots are presented for both dense and loose sand at selected values of dimensionless
displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe displacement (y/D=0.05)
c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.1)
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Figure 3.6 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.03) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.5)
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Figure 3.7 Incremental shear strain maps of 254mm pipe tests with a burial depth ratio H/D=1.0.
Incremental shear strains in both loose and dense sand have been calculated at selected values of
dimensionless displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe
displacement (y/D=0.05) c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.05)
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Figure 3.8 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.3) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.5)
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Figure 3.9 Horizontal pipe displacement results of a 254 mm diameter pipe, at a burial depth ratio
H/D=3.0, illustrating the a) lateral soil force-displacement curves of Tests 10 and 11, conducted in
loose and dense sand respectively. The mobilization distance, Dmob, and maximum dimensionless
force, Nh, are represented by arrows on the curves b) incremental displacement field and strain
map axes have been normalized by pipe diameter
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Figure 3.10 Incremental displacement field plots of 254 mm pipe tests with a burial depth ratio
H/D=3.0. Plots are presented for both dense and loose sand at selected values of dimensionless pipe
displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe displacement (y/D=0.05)
c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.1)
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Figure 3.11 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.3) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.5)
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Figure 3.12 Incremental shear strain maps of 254 mm pipe tests with a burial depth ratio H/D=3.0.
Incremental shear stains in both loose and dense sand have been calculated at selected values of
dimensionless displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe
displacement (y/D=0.05) c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.1)
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Figure 3.13 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.3) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.5)
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Figure 3.14 Horizontal pipe displacement results of 610 mm diameter pipe, at a burial depth ratio
of H/D=1.0. a) Lateral soil force-displacement curves of Test 14 and 15, conducted in dense and
loose sand respectively. Mobilization distance, Dmob, and maximum dimensionless force, Nh, are
represented by arrows on the curves b) steel mounting frames obstruct digital image capture c)
incremental displacement field and strain map axes have been normalized by pipe diameter
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Figure 3.15 Incremental displacement field plots of 610 mm pipe tests with a burial depth ratio
H/D=1.0. Plots are presented for both dense and loose sand at selected values of dimensionless pipe
displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe displacement (y/D=0.05)
c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.1)
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Figure 3.16 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.3) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.4)
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Figure 3.17 Incremental shear strain maps of 610 mm pipe tests with a burial depth ratio H/D=1.0.
Incremental shear strains in both loose and dense sand have been calculated at selected values of
dimensionless displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe
displacement (y/D=0.05) c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.1)
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Figure 3.18 d) Stage 4 pipe displacement (y/D=0.2) e) Stage 5 pipe displacement (y/D=0.3) f) Stage 6
pipe displacement (y/D=0.4)
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Figure 3.19 Incremental shear strain maps comparing the influence of pipe diameter, at burial
depth H/D=1.0. Incremental shear strain in dense sand has been calculated at selected values of
dimensionless displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe
displacement (y/D=0.2) c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.4)
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Figure 3.20 Shear strain maps comparing the influence of pipe diameter, at burial depth
H/D=1.0. Incremental shear strain in loose sand has been calculated at selected values of
dimensionless displacement, y/D. a) Stage 1 pipe displacement (y/D=0.025) b) Stage 2 pipe
displacement (y/D=0.2) c) Stage 3 pipe displacement (y/D=0.4)
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Chapter 4
Conclusions
4.1 Research Need
The production and safe transportation of offshore oil and gas is a critical element of the Canadian
economy. The Eastern coast of Canada produces a large volume of oil and natural gas and the
primary mode of transportation for the harvested petroleum products is via subsea pipelines buried
under the ocean floor. Large deformation Iceberg scour events take place in this dynamic
environment and present a significant hazard to the safety and structural integrity of oil and gas
pipelines. A thorough understanding of pipe-soil interaction is necessary for the design of pipelines
to minimize the risk from iceberg scour events. The soil response to large deformation either by
iceberg scour or other means is crucial to the current understanding of pipeline-soil interaction.

Iceberg keel gouging events are a large strain numerical problem and experimental data evaluating
shear strain behaviour of the test material, strain localization into soil shear bands, and material
flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe is needed in order to model the pipe-soil interaction
behaviour involved in these processes.

4.2 Summary of Research
A full scale laboratory testing facility was developed to perform experimental work on horizontal
pipe-soil interaction, modeling a large deformation event with similarities to iceberg scour. The
new facility enabled the author to test industry grade pipelines up to 0.61 m in diameter at a variety
of burial depths in both loose and dense synthetic olivine sand, and measure the true lateral pipesoil interaction forces applied to the pipe specimens using an internal pipe load cell. The internal
load cell is not affected by the friction force applied to the pipe pulling system by the test material,
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and provides an accurate lateral soil force measurement. Lateral pipe displacement tests were
conducted with 254 mm and 610 mm outer diameter test pipes. The testing apparatus was designed
to simulate a field-scale test examining pipe-soil interaction therefore boundary conditions that
allow full unrestricted development of the soil failure mechanism behind and in front of the test
pipe were of critical importance.

Transparent sidewalls were incorporated into the test apparatus to enable digital image correlation
(DIC) measurements which capture the mechanism of failure in the test sand. Digital image
correlation techniques were used to measure and monitor the soil deformations and calculate the
shear strain behaviour of the test material, strain localization of the soil into shear bands, material
flow into the void left behind the displaced pipe, and pipe mobilization distance, trajectory and
uplift. DIC provides a new method enabling the research community to collect high quality
experimental data which can capture this complex soil behaviour, and can be used to evaluate
existing numerical models and heighten the current understanding of failure mechanism
development and pipe-soil interaction.

A pneumatic actuator system was designed to control and minimize lateral sidewall friction of the
Teflon pipe endcaps against the transparent viewing windows. The coefficient of friction between
the endcaps and the glass viewing windows for the applied pneumatic cylinder pressures of 100
and 125 kPa were 6.4 and 6.3 respectively, corresponding to an angle of friction of 8.9⁰ and 11.0⁰.
The pneumatic cylinders kept the pipe endcaps in contact with the viewing windows for the
duration of each test, enabling GeoPIV tracking of the pipe endcap. This data was used to quantify
pipe mobilization distance in loose sand and to track pipe trajectory and uplift.

The influence of sand density, γ, burial depth ratio H/D, and pipe diameter D was evaluated on soil
features including the development of failure mechanisms, strain localization in the sand, flow of
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soil into the void left behind the displaced pipe, shear strain behaviour and on pipe feature such as
mobilization distance and pipe trajectory.

4.3 Conclusions
•

The data presented in this thesis adds value to the existing knowledge base concerning full
scale pipe-soil interaction; in particular it provides data on the force-displacement response
of pipe of different diameters, presents pipe trajectory information, and provides a
framework for soil failure mechanism development that occurs in horizontal pipe-soil
interaction tests. Soil behaviour including shear strain behaviour of the test material, strain
localization of the soil into shear bands, and material flow into the void left by the displaced
pipe has been assessed and can be used to evaluate and further existing numerical models
of these phenomena. The influence on all of these concepts of variables such as soil density,
burial depth ratio H/D, and pipe diameter has been evaluated.

•

Digital image correlation provides a new source of high quality experimental data which
can capture the complex large strain soil behaviour in full scale pipe-soil interaction tests.
This data was collected through the use of transparent sidewalls in the test apparatus.

•

The test apparatus successfully controlled and minimized sidewall friction in order to
adequately model an infinitely long buried pipeline, with an angle of sidewall friction
ranging from 8.9⁰ to 11.0⁰ for various pneumatic cylinder pressures.

•

While the relation proposed by Guo and Stolle (2005) provides a good fit for tests in dense
sand, the parameters proposed for loose sand does not adequately predict values of
maximum lateral soil force. The DIC results presented in Chapter 3 have shown that
significant soil densification occurs in a compression zone in front of the pipe. The loose
sand is compressed to a dense state as the pipe is displaced through the test sand, therefore
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the maximum lateral soil force values measured in an initially loose sand are higher than
predicted, reflecting the dense state of the sand after it has been compressed.
•

As expected, increases in pipe diameter and burial depth ratio led to higher lateral soil
forces and therefore larger ultimate force values. While larger pipes experience higher pipe
uplift, the uplift is a smaller percentage of the pipe diameter in comparison to uplift
experienced in small pipe tests.

•

An increase in pipe diameter also led to smaller displacement required for the pipe to
mobilize the maximum soil resistance, when displacement is expressed as a proportion of
pipe diameter D (i.e. 0.25D and 0.45D displacement is required for pipe mobilization in
610 mm and 254 mm pipe tests respectively).

•

An increase in burial depth ratio causes pipes in loose sand to experience a smaller
magnitude of pipe uplift. Results for pipes in dense sand were not conclusive as collection
of DIC data was disrupted by an occluded area on the pipe endcap.

•

An increase in burial depth ratio also leads to a larger displacement required for pipe
mobilization, when displacement is expressed as a proportion of pipe diameter D (i.e.
0.13D and 0.07D displacement is required for pipe mobilization at H/D of 3.0 and 1.0
respectively).

•

GeoPIV results show that the formation and development of failure mechanisms in sand
for this problem is a strain localization driven phenomenon and demonstrates the unique
progression of soil shear bands as they become active and subsequently become inactive
through test completion.

•

It is apparent that a larger pipe displacement is required to initiate development of soil
failure mechanisms in loose sand, which is denoted by the mobilization distance of the
pipe. The larger pipe displacement required to reach mobilization distance in loose sand
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effectively serves to densify the sand in front of the pipe, resulting in final wedge shapes
that are similar to those that results during tests conducted in dense sand.
•

With an increase of burial depth ratio H/D, a larger pipe displacement is required to initiate
development of the soil failure mechanisms.

•

The influence of H/D in tests conducted at shallow burial depths (i.e. H/D<=3.0) is
minimal with little change in the development of strain localization and the characteristic
shapes of the active and passive soil failure wedges.

•

Studies conducted with 254 mm and 610 mm diameter pipes at a burial depth ratio of 1.0
show that there is no significant variation in soil behaviour, including the strain localization
into soil shear bands and the development of the failure mechanism wedges present in the
sand. It can be concluded that the influence of scale effect, or pipe diameter, on full scale
behaviour is minimal for pipe sizes used in this study.

4.4 Future Work and Recommendations
Based on the results of the GeoPIV analysis evaluating a 254 mm and 610 mm diameter pipes at a
burial depth ratio H/D=1.0, it is concluded that scale effect is negligible. The soil behaviour such
as soil deformations, the development of strain localization into shear bands and the geometry of
the soil failure mechanisms in this problem is consistent at this burial depth for both pipe sizes
considered. To test the validity of this conclusion, an investigation should be conducted with
varying pipe diameters at deeper burial depths. The strain localization and failure mechanism
behaviour of small diameter pipes may differ from full-scale pipe behaviour, and scale effect may
have a more significant impact at this small scale.

These tests were performed with olimag synthetic olivine sand with a specific grain size. The test
results presented in this thesis are for the particular test soil that was considered, and other materials
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may produce different measurements. A similar study using soils with different properties than the
synthetic olivine should be investigated.

For future tests conducted at deeper burial depths with this testing apparatus, the shear force applied
to the glass viewing windows from the displaced pipe and soil mass could potentially cause
horizontal displacement of the window panes. It is recommended to adhere the glass windows to
the steel mounting frames with a high strength epoxy to increase resistance to horizontal
displacement. Horizontal window displacement will impede the use of the control markers on the
transparent viewing window in GeoPIV analysis, which are used to correct errors associated with
out of plane motion, camera movement, and image distortion due to refraction and lens distortion,
as the markers will not remain stationary.

Equivalent friction characteristics on both sides of the pipe (glass windows in this study) produced
excellent load displacement response of buried pipes subject to lateral displacement. For future
tests conducted at deeper burial depth using DIC monitoring techniques, the test apparatus
sidewalls should mirror each other to provide equivalent friction characteristics, as any dissimilarity
introduced will cause inaccurate load displacement response.

The success of the pneumatic endcap system can be attributed to the planarity of the endcaps with
the viewing windows. This was achieved through the design of the pneumatic endcap system. The
female pneumatic ram pivot installed on the inside of the hardwood endcap mount was an important
component of the system. The pivot enabled rotation of the endcap system on the pneumatic ram,
allowing the endcap to remain in constant contact with the viewing window in the case of any nonuniform pipe displacement. Any imperfections in the pneumatic endcap system, including damage
to the polyethylene tubing, air leaks in the 6.35mm NPT tubing from the air compressor to the
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pneumatic cylinders, friction characteristics at the pipe/window boundary, and any deviation of
planarity at the endcap/sidewall interface can lead to sand infiltration between the pipe endcap and
viewing window that prevents DIC measurements of the pipe movement.
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Appendix A
Experimental Details

Figure A.1 Detail of servo controlled hydraulic actuator pulling system a) Layout of pulling rods and PVC pipe connected to test pipe b)
Detail of test chamber retaining wall and PVC pipe preventing sand infiltration into actuator pit c) View from actuator pit into test
chamber d) 500 kN hydraulic actuator used to induce horizontal displacements on the test pipes
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Figure A.2 NPT polyethylene tubing gasket system, 6.35 mm tubing a) gasket sitting in
channel on PTFE pipe endcap b) gasket in place during testing, preventing sand from
obstructing the view of the end of the pipe
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Appendix B
Synthetic Olivine Sand
Table B.1 Gravimetric water content of synthetic olivine sand used for experimental work
Cup

Mass Before
Oven (g)

Mass After
Oven (g)

Mass of
water (g)

Water
Content (%)

1
2
3
4
5

51.5
58.6
44.2
55.0
57.2

51.3
58.4
44.0
54.8
57.0

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

0.39
0.34
0.45
0.36
0.35

Average WC (%)
Standard Deviation

0.38
0.04

Table B.2 Test 04 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Lift 6

Lift 7

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1

1761.9
1721.2
1721.7
1728.0
1738.6
1711.0
1732.5
1711.5
1701.5
1747.0
1730.3
1714.5
1758.5
1729.4
1699.6
1742.6
1742.3
1731.4
1729.7

1183.0
1141.0
1159.6
1149.1
1158.4
1148.9
1153.6
1131.3
1139.4
1168.1
1150.1
1152.4
1179.6
1149.2
1137.5
1163.7
1162.1
1169.3
1150.8

15.1
14.6
14.9
14.7
14.8
14.7
14.7
14.5
14.6
14.9
14.7
14.8
15.1
14.7
14.6
14.9
14.8
15.0
14.7
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Lift 8

2
3
1
2
3

1724.1
1710.0
1724.9
1694.7
1703.6

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

1143.9
1147.9
1146.0
1114.5
1141.5

14.6
14.7
14.6
14.2
14.6

14.7
0.2

Table B.3 Test 05 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1778.9
1803.4
discarded
1779.5
1766.9
1759.9
1825.8
1794.2
1826.8
1787.1
1852.0
1767.7
1790.4
1841.3
1816.0

1200.0
1223.2
N/A
1200.6
1186.7
1197.8
1246.9
1214.0
1264.7
1208.2
1271.8
1205.6
1211.5
1261.1
1253.9

15.3
15.6
N/A
15.3
15.2
15.3
15.9
15.5
16.2
15.4
16.2
15.4
15.5
16.1
16.1

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.7
0.4
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Table B.4 Test 06 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1738.3
1730.7
1716.1
1728.8
1719.2
1700.0
1717.3
1741.8
1706.3
1721.5
1731.7
1715.8
1739.9
1757.6
1703.7

1159.4
1150.5
1154.0
1149.9
1139.0
1137.9
1138.4
1161.6
1144.2
1142.6
1151.5
1153.7
1161.0
1177.4
1141.6

14.8
14.7
14.8
14.7
14.6
14.6
14.5
14.8
14.7
14.6
14.7
14.8
14.8
15.0
14.6

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.7
0.1
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Table B.5 Test 07 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1764.1
1765.4
discarded
1830.1
1762.8
1779.5
1788.6
1786.0
1804.8
1778.7
1762.7
1727.7
1799.1
1819.4
1797.9

1185.2
1185.2
N/A
1251.2
1182.6
1217.4
1209.7
1205.8
1242.7
1199.8
1182.5
1165.6
1220.2
1239.2
1235.8

15.1
15.1
N/A
16.0
15.1
15.6
15.4
15.4
15.9
15.3
15.1
14.9
15.6
15.8
15.8

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.5
0.3
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Table B.6 Test 08 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1762.9
1774.5
1774.5
1779.9
1785.9
1751.1
1807.5
1846.2
1763.9
1777.7
1792.5
1789.5
1763.8
1752.7
1735.2

1184.0
1194.3
1212.4
1201.0
1205.7
1189.0
1228.6
1266.0
1201.8
1198.8
1212.3
1227.4
1184.9
1172.5
1173.1

15.1
15.3
15.5
15.3
15.4
15.2
15.7
16.2
15.4
15.3
15.5
15.7
15.1
15.0
15.0

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.4
0.3
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Table B.7 Test 09 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1719.7
1701.8
1723.1
1719.9
1724.3
1720.7
1724.7
1724.0
1681.8
1730.0
1721.2
1707.5
1759.8
1706.6
1737.2

1145.3
1125.9
1165.5
1145.5
1148.4
1163.1
1150.3
1148.1
1124.2
1155.6
1145.3
1149.9
1185.4
1130.7
1179.6

14.6
14.4
14.9
14.6
14.7
14.9
14.7
14.7
14.4
14.7
14.6
14.7
15.1
14.4
15.1

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.7
0.2
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Table B.8 Test 10 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Lift 6

Lift 7

Lift 8

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1727.2
1711.7
1705.9
1715.8
1730
1690.4
1705.6
1713.9
1701.4
1701.7
1720.4
1692.9
1706.8
1723.6
1688.6
1721.3
1688.5
1680.7
1739.5
1721
1710.6
1679.8
1714.9
discarded

1152.8
1135.8
1148.3
1141.4
1154.1
1132.8
1131.2
1138
1143.8
1127.3
1144.5
1135.3
1132.4
1147.7
1131
1146.9
1112.6
1123.1
1165.1
1145.1
1153
1105.4
1139
N/A

14.7
14.5
14.7
14.6
14.7
14.5
14.4
14.5
14.7
14.4
14.6
14.5
14.5
14.7
14.5
14.6
14.2
14.4
14.9
14.6
14.8
14.1
14.6
N/A

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.6
0.2
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Table B.9 Test 11 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Lift 6

Lift 7

Lift 8

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1791.5
1785.2
1751.7
1757.7
1728.8
1796.9
1816.7
1794.6
1826.8
1761.1
1807.0
1791.9
1779.2
1794.8
1768.8
1782.2
1810.4
1748.3
1761.4
1781.0
1769.8
1778.5
1733.0
1716.0

1217.1
1209.3
1194.1
1183.3
1152.9
1239.3
1242.3
1218.7
1269.2
1186.7
1231.1
1234.3
1204.8
1218.9
1211.2
1207.8
1234.5
1190.7
1187.0
1205.1
1212.2
1204.1
1157.1
1140.1

15.5
15.5
15.3
15.1
14.7
15.9
15.9
15.6
16.3
15.1
15.7
15.8
15.4
15.6
15.5
15.4
15.8
15.3
15.2
15.4
15.5
15.4
14.8
14.6

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.4
0.4
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Table B.10 Test 12 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Lift 6

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1880.7
1768.0
1772.9
1820.4
1819.6
1796.4
1786.7
1819.2
1796.4
1776.9
1774.5
1760.7
1765.0
1795.0
1769.0
1747.7
1742.3
1771.0

1306.3
1192.1
1215.3
1246.0
1243.7
1238.8
1212.3
1243.3
1238.8
1202.5
1198.6
1203.1
1190.6
1219.1
1211.4
1173.3
1166.4
1213.4

16.7
15.2
15.6
15.9
15.9
15.9
15.5
15.9
15.9
15.3
15.3
15.4
15.2
15.6
15.5
15.0
14.9
15.5

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.6
0.4
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Table B.11 Test 13 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2

Lift 3

Lift 4

Lift 5

Lift 6

Lift 7

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1721.2
1697.0
1690.1
1710.4
1724.6
1692.5
1729.5
1762.3
1689.8
1698.0
1722.6
1702.2
1722.4
1703.3
1705.9
1698.8
1690.4
1681.1
1707.3
1750.6
1736.0

1146.8
1121.1
1132.5
1136.0
1148.7
1134.9
1155.1
1186.4
1132.2
1123.6
1146.7
1144.6
1148.0
1127.4
1148.3
1124.4
1114.5
1123.5
1132.9
1174.7
1178.4

14.6
14.3
14.5
14.5
14.7
14.5
14.7
15.2
14.5
14.3
14.7
14.7
14.7
14.4
14.7
14.4
14.2
14.4
14.5
15.0
15.1

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.6
0.2
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Table B.12 Test 14 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements

Lift 1

Lift 2
Lift 3
Lift 4

Lift 5

Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3

1768.9
1751.2
1750.4
1771.4
1733.5
1771.1
1750.3
1824.9
1786.9
1784.3
1749.1
1740.1
1714.7

1194.5
1175.3
1192.8
1197.0
1157.6
1196.7
1174.4
1250.5
1211.0
1226.7
1174.7
1164.2
1157.1

15.2
15.0
15.3
15.3
14.8
15.3
15.0
16.0
15.5
15.7
15.0
14.9
14.8

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

15.2
0.3
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Table B.13 Test 15 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements
Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

Lift 1
Lift 2
Lift 3
Lift 4

3
1
3
3

1682.2
1708.6
1699.1
1683.1

1124.6
1134.2
1141.5
1125.5

14.4
14.5
14.6
14.4

Lift 5
Lift 6

3
3

1691.6
1703.8

1134.0
1146.2

14.5
14.7

Lift 7

3

1700.0

1142.4

14.6

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.5
0.1

Table B.14 Test 21 Synthetic Olivine Sand Density Pan Measurements
Pan

Sand+pan (g)

Sand (g)

Bulk Density (kN/m3)

Lift 1
Lift 2
Lift 3
Lift 4

1
1
1
1

1750.5
1741.5
1730.8
1749.1

1182.8
1173.8
1163.1
1181.4

15.1
15.0
14.8
15.1

Lift 5
Lift 6

1
1

1704.8
1736.3

1137.1
1168.6

14.5
14.9

Lift 7
Lift 8
Lift 9
Lift 10

1
1
1
1

1735.0
1715.9
1714.1
1703.4

1167.3
1148.2
1146.4
1135.7

14.9
14.7
14.6
14.5

Average Bulk Density (kN/m3)
Standard Deviation

14.8
0.2
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Table B.15 Density index of synthetic olivine sand
Test

Average Dry Density (kg/m3)

Density Index, ID (%)

4
5
6
7
8
9

1500.8
1595.8
1499.7
1575.0
1568.3
1499.8

60
84
60
79
77
60

10

1483.6

56

11

1571.9

78

12

1586.6

82

13

1488.1

57

14

1550.5

73

21

1511.1

63

Maximum Dry Density (kg/m3)
3

Minimum Dry Density (kg/m )

1670
1300

Figure B.1 Grain shapes of synthetic olivine sand particles
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Figure B.2 Widest failure mechanism incremental displacement field. Shows the leading
wedge of the passive soil wedge remains within the glass viewing window region. The effect
of the concrete sidewalls on the development of the soil failure mechanism is negligible
because of the large extent of the viewing windows and the considerable distance to the
front and rear boundaries in the test apparatus.
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